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if
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Ratesof Advertising!
length of column, constitute g

One inch of space in

“SgUARK."
$1.25 per square daily first week; 76 cents per wee [
after; three insertions or less, $1.00; continuing eve
ry other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or loss, 75 cents; on s
week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Under head of Amusements, $2.00 per square po r
week; three insertions or less, $1,50.
Special Notices, $1.75
per square first week
•1,00 per square after; three insertions or less,$1.26 ;
half a square, three insertions, $1.00; one week >
$1.25.
a

Advertisements inserted in the Maine Stat
Press (which has a large circulation in every part o i
the State) for 60 cents per square in addition to th
above.rates, lor each insertion.
Legal Notice* at usual rates.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad
vance

er-Aii communications intended for the pape
should be directed to the “Editor of the Press,” am 1
those of a business character to the Publishers.
Business Notices, iu reading columns, 12 cent
No charge less than lift
per line for one insertion.
cents for each insertion.
ttirJoB Printing ol every description execute* I
with dispatch.
F. Tracy, Traveling: Agent.
1

COMMUNICATIONS.
Industries ol Bridgton.

Poxnif UEiinv House,
I
Bridgton Center, Dec. 31st lfKJ3,j
Tothe Editor 'if the Eras:
Your renders iu the country arc

glad to reaii
your record of the industries of Portland, whj
should they not return the compliment, am!
let the city readers know what is astir iu the
country ? A visit to this thriving village giret
one a striking contrast of what it was tci:
years ago. Many of the old lix lures, both o
men and tilings, remaiu; hut many arc the
changes. A tine building meets 011c at the
angle ol two roads, in the first story of which
is a convenient printing establishment, where
iuc

uii'igiuii

hcw

of David Hal*

oiuimu,

Esq.,

comes

umn:i

im:

out with

a

icitu

force

The Old Saw Mill.—The music of this
old mill seems as merry now as of yore and

in the “piping times of peace," aud gives evidence of ability for years to Come.
The Tannery No. 1.—Ou the old stand
where Horace Billings used to make leather
is another firm with a uew building. Messrs.
Cross, SeOter & Jordan were burnt out the
second year after becoming proprietors, but
and now are able to turn oul

SIX) sides of finished

upper leather pci
week in fine condition for the Boston market
where Mr. Billings has gone to help build uj
a

Maine man has done.

Tannery No.2.—Further down the

stream

cal

tannery, formerly run by Mr
Abel II. Buzzell, who has now gone to unothci
part of the State. Albert Fogg A Co. now
carry _on this establishment, Mr. Billings be
ing a partner. They have also a branch tan
nery at Harrison near Otistleld. The join
concern can

turn out from 300 to 400 hides

week, employing

some

twenty hands.

more
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1
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up some
J
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pounds
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of tin

or

father?
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W'auled to Piirebase.
STALLION, dark color, about 1C bauds high, 5
2V to 8 years cld,suitable for cavalry service. Address, with lull description, t rice, 4c “('apt. GLO.
F. HOLMAN, No. 21 School Street, Boston, Mass.
decJl d2w*
A

children thau

a
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Arc you a debtor, aud want to make your endorscr or creditor safe?
Arc you a creditor with debtor*, who will pay if they live, otherwise uot? * ou
both iif-ed life-policies.
Xow i* the time. The cost of insurance is
actually
reduced to onekedf the table rat<g. You
pay only
half cat'll; and you save one year’s dividend, or thr
cu timl co»t of one ymr'g
by entering noir
N. II. (Mergvmen specially favored.

AS taken the Store formerly occupied by Johm
II. SuuBurnxK, 308 OonscrwasStreet, wheit
he is prepared to do all kinds of

H

Furniture ItiqtairingAVariiishhig
-ALSO-

LOUNGES and MATTKESSES constantly

l.

delicate

right place
heel, the stitche *
taken up ami the heel knit in and firmly sewed
Then the toe must be narrowed in the old styh
and the top made firm by the like method c 1
for the

“setting out” a stocking.
For tliis work, the names of about too wc
men arc on their books, who scud for and rc
turn their goods, receiving at the rate of llv
cents the pair. This firm lost their dam b
freshet six weeks ago, but wMi soon be agai 1
In running order. You may well judge the t
these industries give to Bridgton increase c *
population, enterprise and thrift.
Yours truly,
C. PfiABL.

hand

decO dtf

5

nuvi V.IV.I

families to have heels and toes knit iub
them, and the lop seamed b£lhc old-fashion's
process. A place has to he opened in the we

on

r.

riiHiKUK,

Wanted.

V

entitled “An Act relating to Kims and Costs of Criminal Prosecutions,“ approved March 27th. 1868.

Press office.

Mi

General Bill
State n». Alexander Foss
Nehemi&h C. Rice
Francis Murphy
John O. Kagan
Albion G. U‘«h
Eben Pendextcr
(iuprge llall
James Now land
James Jones et al
Fred'k M.

Libby

dee30dlw

Loriug Josslyu

Same

MAN of business talents would like a situation
some mercantile business as .Salesman
or
Book-ke per, where there is a prospec of becoming
nurtuer or proprietor. Address J.A.T.. box 579.
Portland.
P. S. Should like to talk with any party at their
convenient time.
dcc30 dtl

ThomasCastleton
Same
Alrnon L. Emery

Wanted.
lrora $50 to 81000 to invest,
would do well to examine the unprecedented
ottered
at 229 Congress street, before
opportunities
dec28 d* wlw
investing elsew here.

Wanted.
hand steam engine, eighty

George Harris
Same
to

one

Same

lVolice.
desiring situation. who is competent to
superintend llie const!uctiou of a Woolen 1 acits
and
tory
Machinery, a id to run the same when
completed, will hear of a favorable opportunity, by
addressing A.JJ. B., Box 2093, Portland. One 1 aving some means that he will invest (if but small) is
dec 18 dtf
prtferred.

1ST A.

WANTED,

M M.

"V Y.

1000

Insurance Company.
ANNUAL MEETING.
stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Company urc herebv notified to meet at the office ot

Company,

Wo. 37 Union Street, Portland.
Special attention given to all kindsof Wood Work
*n his line, including Hatters’,
Printers', Surgeons’

Monday, flu*

county of Cumberland, deceased, having been repe
resented to the Judge of Probate an insolvent and
insufficient to pay all tbe just debt- w hich said deceased owed, the undersigned have been
appointed
Commissioners with full power to receive and ex-

amine all the claims of the several creditors to said
estate. .Sx mouths from the tlfteentl- of
September,
A. I). 1803, a\eallowed to said creditors for
bringing
in their claims ami proving their debts. The Commissioners will meet at theofficeof tlg» County Commissioners.iu Portland, from 2 to 0 o'clock r.' .w. of
the second and last Saturday* of the following
mouths, viz: October. November, December, 1803,
and Jauuary, A. D. 1804, and in the afternoon of tlie
15th day of Februan and 15th day of March. 1804,
for tue purpose oPTeceiving anil examining the
claim* of creditor* of said estate.
Ill RAM li. DOW,
l„
LowREUBEN

HIGGINS, j

17 York Street, Portland.

citizen who may know of any Stoves, Funnels, or Chimneys, where tire is kept, am! not

\NY
considered

safe, by notifying the subscriber, shall
hud them attended to, and no nanus given.
II C. HAHN£3, Chief Engineer.
Portland, Dec 11,1863.
dlui

Statement
THE-

Traders &
Mechanics’ Ins. Co..
OF LOWELL, MASS.
stock

$50,000 00
42.730 14
.39,301 53

•*

ASSETS.

S. stock, market value,
I
••
Hank
Loans on mortgages.
stock
Other
investments, market
Due Iroin agents,
Cosh in Hank,
Premium Notes, mutual,
••

Sept KB rife wtf

l>i«M>lutiou of Copai'lnersliiit.
rilUR Copartnership heretofore existing bet wet
A the subscriber*, under the style of TUCKER A
WEBSTER, is this day dissolved by mutual consent
L. P. TUCKER.
R S. WEBSTER.
The business will be continued under the st\ le oi
R. 8. WEBSTER A CO.
Portland, Jamiary 1, 1864.
Mr. L. 1».

TtJCKKR is this day admitted a partuci
iu our liou'f.
HATCH, JOHNSON A CO.
Boston, Jan. 1,1864.
jau2dlw

IJhVlfi

“*■

papers

DOLLARS will bo given for the detect ioi
oonviotion of any person or persons stealin)
from the doors of our subscribers.

*•626

PUBLISHERS OE THE PRESS.

The members of the Commission are—
George II. Stuart. Esq., Philadelphia.
Rev. Rollin II. Neals, I).
Boston,
Charles Demoud, Esq., Boston,
Rev. Bishop E. 8. Janes, D. D.,
Rev. James Eells, D. D
Brooklyn,
Mitchell M. Miller, Esq., Washington,
John P. Crozer, Esq., Philadelphia,

44

£>..

44
44

New*York,

44

Jay Cooke, Fiau., Philadelphia.
Rev. M. L R. I*. Thompson. Ctncinnatl,

44
44

Col.Clinton B. F'isk. St. Louis,
John V. Farwell, Flsq,, Chicago.

44

44

Liabilities

value,

44

44

44

44

44

44

44
44

41

moud, invite further contributions to this humane
object.
“Many article* of Nourishment and Comfort tor nick men are generally needed”
beyond those usually included in government rations. Four separate shipments by the Christian
Commission have been already made, and other supplies are about going forward to Richmoud as fast

44
44

44

44
44

a«

44

44

i4
44

44
4

Pegged

Outside

4

U.

nov25tf

44

Phase remember “require
For sale

(FORMERLY
J. P.

$i..T0

breaking in.”

no

by
E.

1,666

48
286 89

Nov. 1. 1803.
C. H. COHCitN, President.
K. F. Shkhman, Secretary.
Middlesex bs.,Nov.27, 1868— Sworn to before me,
J. F. Booku*, Justice of the Peace.
Correct statement

fair rafes.
No assessments have been made in the
Department tor more than 15 years, and
DIVIDEND is returned.

'lUT1 Risks taken

at

Mutual
large

a

Au<>iii for Portland and Vicinity,
J. D. BEAVEY, at 94 Exchange
St.
*
decl8eod-3w

S. Christian Commission, Portland. Me.

THE WHITE

A

genuine article
E.

can

HOUSE.)

This popular Hotel has recently been
purchased by Mr. Millenol the Albion) and has
been thoroughly retitted, renovated and repaired, and numerous excellent alterations
_jinade. It is located on the Saccarappa road,
>out tour miles from Portland, affording a beautiful
drive over a good road, and Just about far
enough
for pleasure.
It has a flue large Dancing Hall and good
Bowling
Alleys. In close proximity to the house is a warm
and roomy Stable, containing twenty nice stalls.
There is also a well sheltered Shed, 105 feet long, for
hitching horses.
The choicest Suppers will be got up for sleighing
and dancing parties, who will find It greatly to their
pleasure and advantage to resort to the White House.
No effort will be spared for the entertainmeut of
*»<*<«.
declO-dtf

c¥al.

NUTTER, 92 Middle Street.

Pegged Outside Tap French Calf

HOUSE,

MILLER,.PROPRIETOR.

be found at

Men's

WILSON*

Plumer Bouts, Xli.OO

be relied upon at

Richardson's

Wharf, Portland,
MAYthe iituierineutioued choice varieties
coal:
SUGAR LOAF (Lehigh), egg and broken sizes:
OLD CO.'S (Lehigh), egg
HAZLETON (Lehigh), lump
•*
JOHNS’ egg and stove
**
LOCUST MOUNTAIN, egg and stove
DI A MON I>. egg and sto\ e sizes, tree burning;
FRANKLIN. Lyhen’s Valley
CHESTNUT COAL (Johns’), a nice article; price
#9,50 per ton. Also, a superior article of
**

NUTTER'S,92 Middle Street.

••

Men's Sewed Ponble Sole French Calf Plnmer Boots,
Remember that tlie id ace to get

a

Plumer lioot i* at

genuine

Cumberland Coal,
Fresh

E. NUTTER S, 92 Middle Street.

from the mines.

JAMES M. BASER.

dec28 3w
A

good

a**ortm<-nt of first

BOOTS

&

Can

SHOES,

be found at

E. NCTTEK’S, »« Middle Street.
dec 29 TT&S3weod
Tlie Horse Kailroad.
fllllL Annual Meetiugof the Stockholders of the
JL Portland & Forest Avenue Railroad Co., will be
held at the store « f M. <». Palmer, 111 Middle street,
on
the 4th day of January A D. 18C4, at
Mouday,
4 o'clock,
r. M., to choose Directors for the ensuing
year. Aho to see it the Company will agree to and
accept the right of way a* grained iu and by an
order pa^ed by the Mavor and Aldermen of the
City of l’urt!aml, Dec. 7th, 1863. Aho to act upon
any other buxiuexs which may legally come before
them.
M. G. PALMER, Sec y.
dec21eod-2w

IN

JOHN T. ROGERS 8r

CO.j

Commercial Street.
dec3l-3w

FROM THE I.1YER LIFE.
BY I.IZZIE DOI.TEN.
FOR

W

D

DR. HUGHES’

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.
Established for the treatment of those diseases •»
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

delicacy.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughe* has
for
PRIVATE
number of years confined his attention to
discuses of
certain class.
a

During his practice he
has troated thousands of case*, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, ut his office, 5 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new’ cases in a row hours; cure* without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and joisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients areentirely v< t
ble, and no injurious effect, either constitutional]
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who arc troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused bv bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eye*, etc., terminating in consumption or insanity if neglected, are speedily and permanently

ple

V"8end stamp for Circular.

lull—d&wtf8

BROTHERS,

WHOLESALE GROCERS,
COMMERCIAL

STREET,

PORTLAND PIER,

F. HaVri*. I
euj.F. Harris 1
dec25 d&w8m

clip

apply

“Mb. D. T. Ciiabe—Sir.—Mr
\V. T. Kilborn
"hold* a uote for about $1300 against D. L.bby and
“endorsed by Lewis Libby, which is unpaid. He
"instructs u* to commence suit against you under
“Chap. 113, Sec. 47 of Revised Statutes, to recover
“double the amount of the property fraudulently
"conve>ed to you bjr said L. Libby." If you desire
“tp settle the matter, you can do so immediately,
"without further costs, otherwise we shall institute
“legal proceedings.
Yours, Ac..
"Howard A Strout.”
ot Revised Statutes,
-Vote—Sec. 47 of 113
wk'l constitute one qj' the chitf spokes in the whet;l of
Funk A Co.
dec8 TuThA Stf

Chapter

ocl6

ly

“ELI

ulbiou

PORTLAND.

HOI’S E.99

UAU| THKuudereignedrftspecttblly informs the
UkI public that he ha. I.njii the above Mouse,
on f,1Jeral Street, Portland, iod invite.
|UBj!V
IdlT-iU the travelling community to call and Me it
he known "how to keep a hotel." Clean,
airy room., good bed., a well-provided table, attentive servant, and moderate charge, are tbe inducement. ho hold, out to thoso whoee business
are oallthem to the "Forest

or

City."^

it snip.

I^X

administration. If you adopt this course, it would
be conveuient, perhaps, to notify your attorney to
call upon me. and 1 will immediately put him in communication with the Probate Records, and with the

Administratrix.”

If it i* requisite to employ “some attorney
here” “to call UPON” Strout, so that he(Stroutl
can “immediately put him" (this "home attorney
here”) "in communication with the Probate Jiecords. and with the Administratrix,” iu order to get
•The Dividend' (on $64.54)—“$10.80“ out ofStrout,
HOW’ MUCH OVER 20 PER CENT OF THAT DIVIDEND,
$2.16, WILL I HE LIKELY TO REALIZE *
D. T. CHASE,
Assignee of Smith A Stratton.
N. 11. “The Probate. Records” speak in black
and white. (Set report of Committee if Nine.) The
Administratrix ha* already spoken as follow*
This may certify that Sew ell C. Strout (Howard A Stuouti was retained as Counsel to
adjust
the affairs portaiuing to my late hu.-baud s estate, as
might best tend for my iuterest.andtbat of the heirs
at law.
He was not employed to buy up the
CLAIM* AGAINST THE ESTATE FOR 20 PER CENT. FOB
ins ow n benefit.
Had there been uo a**et.*, he
w ould have expected pay, and been paid, lor all tbe
services which be rendered.
Catherine B. Rounds.
oc20 TuThA Stf
Portland, July 11, 1863.
Made from the pure Balsams

qf Yermont.

N. H. Downs's Vegetable Balsamic Elixir.

rilillShonest. standard old Cough Remedy, made
X in Yermont. has been used with entile success for
years. It is warranted as usual for

thirty-three

Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma,

and all diseases of the Throat, Chest and Lungs,
and all disease* tending to Consumption.
We have testimonials from many of the best pbysiciaus and geutlemeu of standing, among w hom we
mention th< !l< n. huff Dillingham. Lieut. Ciov. of
Vermont; Hon.Bates Turner, late Judge of tbe Supreme Court of Vermont; Dr. J. B. Woodward,

Ad dr oss

JONATHAN BL188, Proprietor.
dtf

PARKS HOUSE.
When you visit Bostou, go to the PAKKH

HOUSE.

(Norfolk Avenue,) 187 Washington St.,
It has recently been enlarged. Ton will and good
and a quiet house for ladies and gentlemen
business man, and priced reasonable.
JOHN A PAKKS, Agent,
Formerly Proprietor of the Marlboro' Hotel.
Boston, Nov. 6,1863.
novT dlVkSktt3m

room,
or the

open Day
ISEducation.

AT LEWIS' MEW GALLERY,

HAVING

new

utility,

with an elegant skylight, and ail the latest improvements. is now prepared to make pictures lor
80 DAI 8, at price, that will be an inducement to all
to sit for their photograph,.
A. C. LF.WIS,
oc8 dlwtlien eodtf
(Late Tbskk 4 Luwis.)

—

.1. F. RAND
TsTo. G

of Port-

Law, Phonography, lllgher Mathematics, Civil Karim»ring, Surveying. Native Business Writing,
Arithmetic. Correspondence, Card
Marking, (and teaching from -printed copies aad
Text Books wilt be avoided,) pleas* sail, or address
the Principal.
R. N. BROWN.
Portland. Oet M.im
oeW aodhaowly

Clapp’s Block,

they

Commercial

will find the best assortment of

GOODS for the HOLIDAYS
To be found in the State.
beautiful

Combs,
Fans,
Neta,

We hare

some

new

and

design* in
Thread Collars,
Head-Dresses,
Setts,
Travelling Bags,
••
Veils,
Slipper Patterns.

N. B.

We have also

an

PLASTERI

extensive lot ot

SAWL nr. BEAL *

Cloak Trimming* and Ornaments
nnd

our

assortment

is

unsurpassed.

(•round Planter—at wholesale or

dtf

declf

J. B.

DR.

AT

Mutual Life Insurahce.

HIS

MEDICAL ROOMS,

Now Torls.

No. I Temple Street,
be consulted primely, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all

Life Insurance

WHKUKbccan
from 8

hours

Home Offloe, Hos.US* 114Broadway,H. Y.

Net Assets over $3,000,000,aecanl; inverted.

profession,

he feels warranto in GuakCASEH, whether Of long
standing
recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANEN T CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing aud well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and sucAMTKB1MO A

CURE

Uok. MORRIS FRANKLIN, Preeldeat.
PLINY FREEMAN, Actuary.

IN ALL

cess.

Company
advantages el excelled, and
in
THIS
respects not rqitaJlttl, br any other. It
offers

|!

by

America—a result eoaeequaat aa
judicioas selection of lives, sad
of great importance to the policy holdore.
It offers to its policy holders tbe mast abandont
security iu a large accumulated fhnd. amounting
now to orer Three Million Dollar,.
It aceommo.
dates Hie assured iu tba settlement ol their
premiums, bv receiving a note for a part of tba amount
when desired—thus furnishing 1 nsnrnnce for
nearly
double the amount, for about the same -—*»
payment
es is required in tu "nil cash
Company."

rsnee Company iu
a most careful and
one

making

whom are as weak aud emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and
their friends supposed
to have it. All such cases > leld to the proi er and
ouly correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.
MIDDLE AGED

MEN.

There are many men at the are of 40 or 60 who are
troubled with too frequent evacuation" from the
bladder, often accompanied by a "light smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining urinary dep* sits a ropy sediment will often be
found, aud sometime* small particle" of si iucu or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
milkifth hue, again changiug to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many meu who d e of this
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

perfect

I can warrant
cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing iu a plain manner a description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential aud will
*
be returned it desired.
Address.
DR. J. It. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland.
tyScud Stamp for circular.

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

is

M. B.—LA DIRS desiring mayoonsnlt
own sex.

A

lady

of

experience

one of their
iu constant attend-

janld&wly

Empty Hints. hikI Shooks.

EMPTY Mql»»“*-« Hogatatedi,
•vlvl\/ 3,0*10 MoUases llbd Shock- ,uil Htlda,
Of superior quality, fur aule by
U. I ROBINSON.
No 1 Purtluud Pitr
deolJedl.liu

Life Assurance, morally intro-

feature in

new

by this Company, of issuing LIFE

Policies not
s

Subject

to Forfeitwe!

meeting with nniremnl favor, and obviates the

ouly

objection

valid

w'ikh

can

possibly

be

brought

against the svstrm of Life Insurance.
The lively prosperity and success of this
Company
Is shown in the fact, that for the last three rears it
has tskeu the lead of all the Life Companies la this
Country. The official Returns of tba laaaraaee
Conriui—ioners showios that tba amonat of ita new
arsiNkas for the year 1961. nearly equalled Ike esc
blued business of any other two Companies la tba
a
United Statea.

WARREN SPARROW,
General

Central Office

Agent for tbe State

—

of

Mala#.

No. 74 Middle Street.

OPPOSITE. THE POST OFFICE,
dec11dtf

STATEMENT OF TME
.Ulna Insurance

Company,

OF HARTFORD. CONN..
Ou the 1st day of November. A. D. ISM, aa required
by the La wa of the State of Maine.
The Capital Stock ia...$1,600,000
and tcitk tke turpius it inrttttd at fuUovt
Real estate, unincumbered,
$87,968 18
Cash Iu hand, on deposit, and in agents’
hands.
216 960 66
United States Stocks,
611^867 60
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds,
669.4A0 00
Bank and Trust Company Stocks,
1,047X0 i]Q
Mortgage Bonds.
881.9*0 00
Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co's scrip, 1861-8,
16.886 60
Assets.
68,066,879 74
Liabilities lor Losses not
»<iJo'led,
SITS.ill M
Amount at ri»k, estimated,
116 616.479 00
™ws A. ALEXANDER, Pr«M..I
Lucid* J. Uakdii. Secretary.
Hartford, Xor. 7. 1S63.
Total

Amount of
Of

J. C.

CHURCHILL, Agent,

No. 4 Iron Block, Portions Pier.
dec6

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particular!) invites all Ladles who

need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. fi.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicinesareunrivalled in efficacy aud superior virtue in +*£ulatiug all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
oertain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable In all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing ia
the least injurious to the health, and may betaken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directious
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
Mo. 6 Temple Street, o or ner of Middle, Portland.
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HOW MAN Y THOUSANDS CAM TESTIFY TO
THIS R Y UNHAPP > EXPERIENCE.
Young Mon troubled with emi. siors in sleep, a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit iu
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young ineu with the above disease, some ot

DR.

to widows and orphans of tlte no>
sumd. nearly two millions dollars. ItaTnuteee
in New Y ork City art ol tbe
very flret and meat rahable names.
it Is l-l RELY MUTUAL, the
policy holder, re.
ctsrsnq the entire projite.
ty special care In tbe selection of ite rieka—strict
economy—end a safo and Judkiona luvastaieat of
its fiends—characterise its management.
Premiums received quarterly, timi-ansuaily. ur
annually. Policies issued in all tba various forma of
whole life, short term, endowment,
annuity, ft.
The

portunity

aud

already paid

Dividends declared AdhwRjr,
mortality among its members has btsa proportionally less than that or any other Life laaa-

Cir

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Fains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, aru
the Barometer to the whole system
Do not wait for tbe consummation that in sure to follow', do uot wait for Uunightly Ulcers, fer
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of beauty

a

some

; has

aud thinking person must know
that remedies handed out from general u«e should
have their tffleasy established
well-tested experience in the hands 6f a regularly educated ph)*iciau, whose preparatory study fits him tor all'the
duties he must fulfill; yet the country is flooded with
nostrums and cure-alls, purporting to be the
t in the world, which are uot only useless, but alThe unfortuuate should be pakticways injurious
UI.ae iu selecting his physician, as it is a lamentable
yet incoutrovertable fact that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment from inexperienced physicians in
general practice; for it is a point generally conceded
by the best synhi!ographvn>. that the study and management of these complaints should engross the
whole time of those who would be competent and
successful in their treatment aud cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opnor time to make himself acquainted with
their pathology, commonly
one system of
pusrue*
an indiscriminate
treatment, in most cases
use of that antiquated aud daugerous weapon, Mercury.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer > ears,

Company

ESTABLISHED IMS.

a. m. to » p. u.
daily,
Dr. II. addresses those who are suffering uuder the
affliction of private disease. whether arising Irom
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse,
Devoting hit entire time to that particular branch of

the medical

retail,

la lots to salt vuetomert.
d.lwfc wti»27

HUttHES

CAM HI POUND

PRIVATE

CO.,

Ho. S Commercial Wharf,
Ar<-{now ready to'furnish tbe beet quality of

of

KAXD-XHIT WORSTED GOODS
declo

Thorough Rasta as

—i—■—
city, will testify to the practical
nee and completeness of
my systems andof teaching, and citixeueof other cities have taatiAsd
to the same. Diplomas will be awarded far thorough courses. Able Assistants Me a rad. Bartlett's
Plan, thetfounder of Commercial CoUegcc. strictly
adhered to as regaids not
copying. Certain Hat*
will be devoted to Commercial Law elucidations.
Conn an who hare failed to be taught a hastens*
hand-writing aud I will guarantee to yoa saoeaas.
Applications solicited for Accountants. Hepatite la
st ruction given
Students can enter say time. Raw.
arete rooms for Ladies. Tuition reasonable. Intricate accounts adjusted.
I idles and Gentlemen that
dcaire to take lessons, or a fall, or a separata naans,
in either Book-Keeping, Navigation, Commesutel

Photograph Room.,

respectfully invite the Indies
WOULD
land and vicinity to call early at

a

•pared ia the future. Fire hundred refotvneee of
the lirsi class business men, with assay other* of this

No. 12.Market Sq., over McCoy's
Cheap
Store, and opp. U. 8. llotel.
fitted up nice

Erealag, Air
Located I860.

an d

Kauson Block, NMdlelL, No.
Scholarships good In say part of the United States,
The Principal has bad 10 years experience; is
always
oo the KLot, and attend* to hi*
train*—i aad pro—*
ises, as daring the past 12 years, no pains shall be

Card Pic tures & Ambrotypes,

Brigade Surgeon U.S. Army.

JOHN F. HENRY A CO., Proprietors,
Successors to N. U Dow ns,
Watkrbury, Vt.
HT**"rice 25 cent*, 60 cents, and $1 per bottle.
IT. H. Hay aud J. W. Perkins k Co., Portland,
novlB dA w90w*
Me., wholesale agents for Maine.

ftTm'

BRYANT,STRATTONR WORTHINGTON,
voavLAwa. wsiwa.
dRwlp

plea.,

by

TRACTS from “along winded yarn" of Sewell C. Strout (Howard A Strout) to Smith
A Stratton, New York, the sauife bearing date
April 12th, 1*02:
“Our County Record* show y^e whole matter, and
about these there can be no question. I propose,
therefore, that you send your claim to some Attorney here. As Counsel for the Admiuistratrix.l have
no desire to conceal any matter couuected with the

e

Portland.

CORNER

pretend

A Poser.

kOBINMOM,

HARRIS

(INTEND

8AI.E BY

No. 20 Kxch mge Street.

dec30*lw]

to w ithdraw the various irons / hare in
the rire, and devote my whole atte ntion to the
the
law. Totbis»nd 1 desire a Partmysteries of
ner.
lit* must be as oily as a mountain of blubber,
a* supple in the back as au eel, a* bland as a summer's morning, and wearoa hi* treacherous phiz a
perpetual smirk. His name must be Peter Funk. 1
propose to constitute tlo Company, ami will bo as
pious.** dignified, and a* pompous as au old woodchuck cocked up oihis hind leys near his hole in
clover time. "The chief end of hah" with Funk
& Co. will be to feather their nest, and skin all who
come iu their way.
In anticipation of having our
shingle out at an ejrly day. I advise all the crook'd
old sticks about to “hop the twig," instead of
paying Til EI n DEBT*, to sell,or
to sell, all
they have, real estate and all, without security, on a
credit of six years—that Hie widow*, in due time,
be severally installed as “the administratrix,m and
we their legal adviser*.
As fast a* the assets come
into our hands, * my teamed Brother." otherwise
called ‘Brother Funk," will wind to the right and
left among the creditor*, with the sinosity of a
snake, and with the scissor* of Delilah,
away 80
of their respective claims, or iu other words
e must lie “like the devil." “pull the wool”
over their eve*, and get all the claims
assigned to
himself for 90 per cent.
D. T. CHASE.
No one need
N. B.
whose Qualifications are
not up to the chalk, and w iio cannot produce a piece
of composition equal to the following:

“Portland. July 2,1861.

HAVE REMOVED TO

No. til

NEW ENGLAND.

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor#

Every in’elligent

Partner Wauled.

Lercent

REMOVAL.

CTeaveland'Detroit,

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

quality

WOMEN'S, MISSES’ AND CHILDREN’S

HAS

Troy. Buffalo.
Chtaag#.
Is, Providence, and Toronto, C. W
The object of these
College, is to'impart to Tomas
Men and Ladies thorough and
practical Isstrnetio*
in BOOK-KKKP1NO. COMMERCIAL
LAWCOM.
MKRCIAL A RITH.ilK TIC.SPKNCKRIAN MCBJ.
NKBtl, PKNMAXSHIP, CORRESPONDENCE
PHtlNOORAPHY, Higher Matkemativt
ginvvTing, Surveying. Navigation, H., and to tl
them ter any department of business theychoose. Scholarships issued In Portland will
eatiib
the student to complete hie coarse in
any Cullens el
the chain, and vice versa, without additional shun
a
The College is open Day aad Evening
K. X. WORTHINGTON, Resided* Mutad.
For further information please call at the College,
or send for catalogs, aad
airsalar, ‘-tfrtlar latter

com.

.Splendid Pleasure ftesort!

44

French falf Plnmer Burts. x't.tHt

Tap

Army

44

When lirat put on arc as ca«j as an old shoe,
For eale by
E. NUTTER, 92 Middle Street.

Men's Pe»tn| Unhide

contributed.

Just been added to BarAVT, Stratton a
Co. g Chain of C'omnMrcill CoIIacm aatihliak*
ed in New York, Brooklyn, Phiiadelbhia Altmnv

The Largest and Best Arranged Motel

where

Plnmer Bwts

Tap

means are

Cyrus Sturdivakt,
II. II BUROKSS,
A. J. Cl! ASK.
W. R.JoHNsoir.

,*'

Plumer Patent Boots!
Men’s

the necessary

Money for this, sent to Cyrus Sturdivant. Treasurer of the Array Committee of Portland
Young Men’s
Christian Association, No. 86 Comnercial street, or
to the undersigned, will be promptly
appropriated
to the relief of the suffering prisoners.

-LOCATIDI*-

Clapp** B'ook.Corner#** St.

Boiton,

-.

Portland,Aug.II,18Q.

Aid (o Inion Prisoners in Kiehmond.
United States Christian Commission having
THE
letters
of
received
acknowledgement that supplies forwarded through their agents, have been received and distributed among the prisoners in Rich-

44

44

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,

HOUSE,

jManover Street

A. J. CHASE,
HAYES.
CYRUS STURDIVANT.
W. R. JOHNSON,
H. H. BURGESS.
Army Com. Portland Y. AT. C. Association.
novl9 ed8iu

44

$88 006 00
28,627 00
oured.
43.292 14
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
22,337 84
1.682 70 ! returned If desired. Address
DR J. B HUGHES,
2,240 98
No. 5 Temple Street,(oorner of M'ddle),
121.704 00

stock,

THE AMERICAN

T. R.

a

To the Citizens.

Capital Stock all paid in,
Surplus, mutual department,

Junction of Exchange, Congress and Lime
Sts.,opposite New < ity Natl, Portland.
This new and centrally located Hotel is
ihrt Class iu all its SMotetne&ts, and oue
1——A of the most homo-like houses in New Knglaod. Charges moderate.
»ov2 3m
O. C. ROLLINS, Proprietor.

Philadelphia.

44
41

POEMS

1

BRADLEY,

44

91318 89

dim

Insolvency Nollrr,

-QV

JOHN

"

44

Secretary.

NOTICE is hereby given that the estaU
ot Edward B. Jack, laic ot Westbrook, in thPUBLIC

nov20 3ni3awAeow

The highest price paid for Barley by

may be sent to Cyrus Sturdivant, 76
Commercial street, Portland, and stores to
any member of the Army Committee.
Where more convenient, stores and
money may be
sent to George H. Stuart, Esq., 13 Bank
street,

W'ftlGHT,

oc6dlaw&wtmchlB

bodily

IttTEBN ATIONAL HOUSE,

Money

*•

THOMAS H MEAD,
County Treasurer.
Dec.
Portland,
31, 1S‘»3.
jau2 dlaw &w*3wg9

crooning

Portland, Dec. 15, 186.3.

IS

now

Portland.

44

23

The subscriber having purchased the
House, at Hiram Bridge, and
refurnishing, will open the same to the
public January 1,1864.
W. G. SPRING,
i*—iram, Dec. 6,1863.
dec9-dtjaul
Mount Cutler

bo

tributed.
For further Information,directions and documents
address Henry H. Burgess, 80 Commercial street,

8 3J

Joseph

4th day of Jauuary,
at .3 o’clock I*. 11 for the purpose of
seven Directors for the
< u*uing, and tin- transyear
action of any other business which inav then be leCiE(JT A.
gally acted upon.

Shoe Makers', Artists’, and geueral mheellmneou?
Jobbing tor all classes of Pattern and Machine work

BARLEY WANTED.

44
44

44

BROWN,

ou

44

4 40
4 40 Mun. Court.
4 40
4 40 8. J. Court.
4 40
4 GO Mun. Court.
4
4 83 8. J. Court.
4 GO
44
4 40
44
4 40
44
468
44
4 68

14

•

fully organized, that it can reach the
soldiers in all parts of the army with stores and
religious reading aud instruction.
Its object is the spiritual aud temporal welfare of
the soldiers and sailors. It distributes its stores bv
means of Christian men, who go without
pay and
give personally to those who need, accompanying
each distribution by words of religious counsel and
cheer, aud by such personal attention as may be
needed.
The main object of the Commission is the
religious
welfare of the soldiers, but they find that they best
•succeed in this by first ministering to the
wauts, aud theu pointing to Christ.
At the present time the Commission are
doing all
in their power to aid our soldiers who are
starving iu
the prisousin Richmoud, and for this
purpose need
sums of money.
Funds are much needed to procure
religious reading aud such special stores as are not given. Wo believe ail stores entrusted to us will be faithfully dis-

EDUCATIONAL.

MOUNT CUTLER HOUSE.

T1IE CHRISTIAN COMMISSION
now

47r

——^I-

HOTELS.

large

4

dcc25 dtd

paid

44

*<

chael Laodrigan
1" 72 Mun. Court.
Edw. L. Kimball and
F. Brown
1* 49 S. J. Court.
Charles A. William*
7024 Mun. Court.
Ira W. Clark
8040
Same
7 48 S. J. Court.
7 88
Solomon Elder
4
Same
32 31
Geo. 11. Leavitt u/«'as
74 07 Trial Jus.
Harry Lane
Same
* 23 S. J. Court.
John Brackett
46 84
Same
7 95
Thomas Newcomb
44 92
Same
16 30
44
30 10
Peabody Kneeland
*4
Same
7 85
John Robert* and Cal44
vin Roberts
313 75
Kunwell J.Carter and
Green leaf Chute
631$ Trial Jus.
Samuel J. liaseltiuc,
10 66 Mun. Court.
appl’t
44
John II. Burke, appl’t 9 19
John Conway
12 60
44
8. Pearson
12 14
Lewi.* A. Stevens,
2166
44
Grenville D Miller
9 72
George H. St. John
44
anda.'s
12 77
44
Charles li. Bailey
16 52
Albion (i. Lewis, set.
4 63 8. J. Court.
far.

a

S.

•*

I

Thos. Corlield and Mi-

.JOHN LYNCH k CO.

U.

Court. S. J.C,

28 76
8 43

William Causer

hundred horse power.

ASIAN

h

Same
Jacob 11. Clements
Same
Henry Haskell & Sam'l
40 0$ Mun. Court.
Lawry
44
John S. Seal
26 11
44
Janies Devine
15 97
Nathan Atkinson
7 98
Same
2619 Mun. Court.
Patrick Conlcv and
Thomas Conley
19 61 8 J. Court.

having

dec22 3\v

4 40 S. J.
4 40
4 40
4 2*
4 to
4 4»J«
4 4ft
4 40
4 40
4 40

S Abbott
James Bradley, appPt
Richard R. Duddy
Isaac Stevens
Arthur Lane

A in

1\.

,.

$71 27

Liquor* claimed by J.

To Merchants.

GOOD second

li
*1

»

food

4

Oarwu K, Dec. 81,1863.
Crlmii al Prosecutions,
Judicial Court, at the

Prosecution*.

YOUNG MAN out of employment, is desirous
of securing a situatiou as Assistant Book-keeper
in a More or manufacturing company. Can write a
ha »d, anti 'or a reasonable compensation will
evote his energies to the interest of his employ nr.
Best of references can be given by addressing A’ II.,

PATTERN A MODEL MAKER,
Machinist and Millwright,

WHOLE NO

the Sick nn<l Wounded.

Help

November Term, A. D. 1863, made in con for mi tv with
thf requirement* of an act of the Legislature of Maine,

Lost.
4 NOTE OF HAND for the sum of One Hundred
2V Dollars, dated Dec. 11, 1363, signed Andrew i>.
Maxlield, payable to the order of Frederick C. Ptiiuney, of Gorham. All parties are cautioned against
negotiating this note, a* payment has been stopped.
dlw
^Gorham, Dec. 31, 1863.

PART1KS

s

ot Costs of

STATEMENT
allowed by the Supreme

THE

What

J. C. COLLEY

Chadwick, with some eight or nine operators
can card, spin, double and twist the
yarn am I
knit upon three machines some forty doze, ,
pairs per day. That is to say, the three ma
chines eau knit that amount of webb, whlcl
has to be cut right lengths, and lent out hit

at the

a

Look, Look, Look.

thread,
coloring and soft, elegan
finish. From So to :>J hands arc required t >
run the mill.
Stocking Factojii'.—Just below is a net r
stocking mill—the first and only one, it i >
supposed, in Maine. Messrs. Boothbay <!
a

or

JOHN NEAL, 30-32 Exchange Street.
dcc8 2aw3w

Messrs. Taylor & Perry manufacture a beai {
tiful fabric for ladies’ cloak, clnclly a liglil
mixed broadcloth, at the rate of 250 yards pc
<

married man?
#ratil\ j„g gin for
a

premium

Woolen Factory No. 2.—Still farther to
wards Long Pond is a new woolen mill de
voted to the manufacture of ladies’ cloth

uuj

Trkahukkr

busi-

Middle street.

Uccnn

AKBPOLICY

of muscle.

J'v

March 4, IsOl— that is the practi-

was

question.

you

improvements in laboring machinery givi
these Bridgton tanneries advantage over thi
former methods. The process of “glossing’
once done by hand, is now done with wonder
ful perfection and rapidity by an exceeding!;
simple machine, saving a vast wear and straii

n

159

Portlaud, Dec. 80.

stronger to-day

Christmas ami Xew Year's Gifts.

ous

day, and using

E that

ONutApply at

Seamen,Ortflnary

thau it

is the second

1804.

MISCELLANEOUS.

County of Cumberland.

MHous

Carriage and Cabinet Suor.—The old

city, as many

Clerk Wanted.
lias experience in the apothecary

COUNTING

shop still stands which years ago was occupied for carriage building, aud from which
two of your large hives of industry swarmed—
the carriage firms of J. M. Kimball, Esq. ,and
of C. P. Kimball, Esq.
The shop is used
partly for carriage and partly for cabinet
making.

that

WANTS....LOST.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

occupied by the Bridgtou Lyceum.
Woolen Factory No. 1.—Not far distant,
a wooleu factory has been reared and iu successful operatiou, for several years by ltufus
Gibbs, Esq.,a monument of indomitable business energy by au earnest Washingtonian.
Alter joining that baud of reformers, with
but little capital, this enterprise was undertaken by Mr. Gibbs and carried through, with
such success that, with its connected property,
there cannot lie less than £40,000 invested in
real estate. The factory is 80 feet by 40,
three stories, aud employs from 50 to GO
hands, making 100 pair of bod blankets per
day, or 30,000 per year. It requires about
125,000 pounds of wool per year to run the
mill, besides a large proportion V cotton
warps. A saw initi with various machinery
and other shops arc at baud to make boxes
for the goods and other manufactures ol
wood. Near the factory is another two-story
shop, used by Messrs. Ilopkinsou A Perley in
the manufacture of doors, sashes, blinds, window Iratnes, moulding, and buiidiug material
of all sorts. For sawing, plaining, aud all departments of work there is a variety aud perfection of machinery of a high order, and the
work of the shop has a flue finish.

some

arrive at the coudilion of the finances under
the mismanagement of Howell Cobb, Mr. Buchanan’s Secretary of the Treasury.
We
learn therefrom that,.during the latter
part ol
Mr. Buchanan's term, the
wa<
trouTreasury
bled with a plethora of gold and silver: so
much sip that Mr. Cobb took
(right and set
about relieving it. It was an
extraordinary
case, and was presumed to warrant an extraordinary remedy. In view of this, the then
Secretary ot the Treasury conceived the notable plan of relieving the public purse
by purchasing the evidences of public debt at a
high premium—lb per cent., if memory serves.
1 he result was ail that the bitterest
enemy of
public credit could liave desired, it worked
so well that the
not
excheuquci
only lost its
plethora, but actually parted with so much of
its vitality that it could not respond to the demands of current expenditures for the
peace
establishment. Plainly here was a case where
depletion had been carried so far that stimulants must be resorted to to save the patient's

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

Seamen & Landsmen.
In this emergency the chief of finance
sought remedy in a loan. He dropped down
Apply to XavalRei.de/vous, foot of Exchange St
J. 1*. UK Alii, Recruiting Officer.
Wall street and sounded the golden sea. It
ocfl dtjanl
was deep, very deep—too
profound, in fact,
for the shoal water line, so much a favorite
w ith Mr. Cobb.
The money-kings of “Wall"
were nut inclined to put their faith in
princes
of such doubtful financial acumen. Hut few
mou can withstand the
Counting Etooin to Let.
tempting bait of usury.
So Mr. Cobb advertised for a loan to
ROOM over Xo. 90 Commercial St.
pay tlie
Thoxna* Block, to let. Apply to
current expenses of the Government, and ofX. J. MILLER.
fered a high rate of use to him who should
mch31 dtf
Over 92 Commercial Street.
hasten to lend on the Government’s promise
to pay.
This, remember, was hut a short
To Let.
time subsequent to that in which Mr. BuchanTNOUR OFFICES, single or in suites, over Store*
an's Secretary of the Treasury was
J?
Nos. 152 ami 154 Exchange street, opposite the
buying up International House.
the public debt at a premium of 1(5 |«jr eeut.
Apply on the premises to
oaMtf
T. 8. BATCH.
It will be presumed that Government, which
so shortly before purchased its
paper at a high
To be Lei.
premium, would he able to borrow any reasonHOUSE No 59, adjoining my rezidence on
able number ol millions at the current rates.
■till Slate street.
The loan asked, if memory serves, was five
UUL
W. U. STEPHENSON.
dirl2 dtf
millions.
The usury brought the iuterest
to
the
lie
had just
very nearly up
premium
For Item.
paid for evidences of public debt. What was
Hou.c No 95 State stieet, having all the
the result? Simply what every financier of
modern improvement.
A, p v to
standing foresaw. The loan was only parP. It FROST,
tec24dtf
91 Ixohante Street.
tially taken, aud we presented the humiliating spectacle of a nation bankrupt in credit—
For Sale or to Let.
bankrupt by the supreme folly, or base design,
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
of its chief of finance.
room.,large stable and ,hrd*—-it noted two
This was the condition of monetary affairs
and one-half miles from Portland, and the
when Mr. Lincoln took the Executive chair,
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a wallow do we stand now in the matter of
tering place, and summer boarders. For
public ]
GEO. OWEN,
and national credit? Let the record testify. I particulars enquire of
dti
31 Winter Street. Portland.
ap7
Mr. Chase fount] little ditliculty in
borrowing
fifty millions of Wall street and its dependenHouse and Laud For Sale.
cies in less thau five months after be took tbc
No. 179, corner of Cumberland and
Elm streets. Lot about 50 by 100 feet. House
place so dishonored aud disgraced by Mr. Cobb.
He borrowed without extraordinary effort or
may be examined at any time. .For particulars cail at ltM Middle street, (up stairs) or N. L.
extraordinary use. The rates were hut a trifle Woodburv,
orG. VV, Woodhurv. or
above the legal rates in Xew York. But he
JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.
did uot stop then. He said to the people, in
Portland. Sept. 16,1868.
ocG tf
efi'ect: “This Is your war; it will cost fabulous
sums to prosecute it; the Govcrmnent wants
For Sale.
In Gorljam, It miles from the villive hundred millions of dollars. What was
lage, a beautiful Farm, coutainiug
the response? For the last year and a half,
100 acres of excolleut .and, ou the
the people have lieen voluntarily lending to
read to Scarborough,in an excellent
the Government about one million of dollars
_C neighborhood. Buildings good.
house 1, storied, 28x80; barn 88x45; two
good orper day. During the last six months the Govchards, one of them just beginuing to bear; all the
ernment has, in a single day, realized, from
land fit for cultivation; pin,tv of wood for home
this voluntary loan, the enormous sum of eight j
consumption; one-half mile "from school, 2 miles
fiom grist and saw mills.
millions of dollars! Within the last twelve
For further particulars inquire of N. BROWN,
hours the people have lent the Government a
233 Congress street, Portland, or at the
premises,
million of dollars, But why multiply examwhere any information may be obtained.
dccll daw-*RUFUS FOGG.
ples ? So, to-day, this nation is not bankrupt,
as it was on the
day James Buchanan left the
Executive chair. True, the public debt is
NOTICE.
but
the
enormous;
public credit is unboundCrrr or Poutcami, Dec. 24, 18t3.
ed. If we are in debt it is to our own people.
mil E Joint Standing Committee on Streets, Ac.,
W e ow e Europe but a tithe, nay, nothing menA having been directed by an Order of tbe City
Dee. 21st inst., to establish the
lion able of this great debt. It is all our own.
Council.passed
of
Streets around the heater made by
grades
Every acre ol'^eal estate is pledged for its re- Danfortli,the
Y ork and Maple streets, hereby give nodemption. Almost every man lias invested tice that they will nn-ot at the corner of Y ork and
something in public securities. So we are all Maple streets, on Thursday, the thirty-first dav of
December inst., at three o’clock P. M '. and then"and
interested in the upholding of the Governthere view the premises, and hear all patties interment.
ested therein.
But w hen Mr. Buehauau vacated the chair,
FREDERICK G. MESSER,
HENJ. EAKItAUT.h, 2i>,
eight millions of people had dissolved their al| Committee on
JAMES 11 HAMI.EN.
; Streets,sidewalks
to
the
legiance
Constitution and the laws.
EDMUND VHINNEY,
t
and Bridges
Whether the Government is

aud

rebuilt,

ldty it might have been named
special
pleading." But it lacked dignity, breadth—
all the qualities which could influence
any bul
the most stupid clodhoppers, who constitute
so many living
arguments against universal
suffrage.
hack
a few pages of the record, we
Turning

life.

aud energy that give promise of a vigorous
Hie. In the upper story is a beautiful spacious hall, owned by the Sous of Temperance,

have

ol the rise and progress of public indebtedness during Mr. Lincoln's Admlnistra
lion; ami appended thereto an argument
intended to work disaffection among the peo
pie in view of future and greater linaneia
embarrassment, to grow out of coulinued rult
of those who support bis war policj’. It was
stated, with marked emphasis, that the entire
expenditures ol the Government, from the
founding thereof down to the close of Mr
Buchanan’s term, including expenses propel
and extraordinary, did not equal the expen
ditures of the last three years by lialfa billioi.
of dollars.
And hero the comparison was
dropped, without inquiry as to the nature of
this increased expenditure; whether volunta
ry or involuntary on the part of the Government; whether disproportioned to the in ere an
ol population and wealth of tiie
country, 01
the contrary; whether resulting in linaneia
distress and (ailing off in the public credit, ot
not: whether necessary and unavoidable, 01
whether incurred in a spirit of most wicked
and wanton extravagance.
The case thus
stated appears, primu facie, uneandid, illiberal, and factious. Hud it made a show of diginent
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PRESS,

JOHN T. OILMAN, Editor,
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TUESDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

dtf

Christmas and New Year.
S. II.

COLESWORTHY,

O. 92 Exchange street, has Just received one of
tiie nio^t extensive assortments of Toys, amusing
game* and interesting books for children to be found
lu tlie city.
Every out* who wishes to have bright
fare* ami cheerful hearts iu the house on Christmas
and New Year’s day cau t fail to tlnd the means to
produce them by calling at Coles worthy’s. Also,
rich and elegant Photograph Albums, tiitt Books,
and picture frames, wallets, perfumery,
tauey rticles in great \ ar.ety, Ac.. Ac. Among the
uuinerun* articles for presents, to be founo at
Colesw orthy ’a, there are none more usefal or appropriate than those neat oases of

N

pictures

put up by

including

Homoeopathic Medicine,
M. Seavy. at prices from 62 60 to 61 00—
a book
to the
adapted

case.

PORTABLE

Al!MV CASES of the principal remedies, with
Small s Pocket Mauual. for 62 60. DIPTHUlA
t’AsK.S of 7 remedies, with directions, for 76c*ntt.
Prepaid by mail or express. 61 00. These remedlea
are -ucce-isiully used by all HomcreMthle
ans. and g vegood satisfaction where they have been

Phyaiei-

tried by others.

declOdtf
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THE DAILY PRESS.
FOBTLAKD

I was

MAIMS

Tuesday Morning, January 5, 1864.
—-

fie circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than that of any other daily in the city.
Taass,—88.00

a

gear if paid

within three

mar (he

from the date of subscription, or MT.00 at the end of
the gear.
:

Tbe Exchange of Prisoners.

General Butler has succeeded in effecting
an exchange of fire hundred prisoners, but the
Kebels refuse to negotiate further with Gen.
Butler ou the ground, as they allege, that Jeff
Davis issued a proclamation last year declaring him an outlaw. This is only a miserable
and shallow pretext to force

our

l

Government

,

the exchange

regarding
prisoners. Aud it appears the more contemptible in view of the fact that they have,
without any question, treated with him in receiving communications, medicines and five
hundred prisoners. General Butler, with his
usual tact, took' the initiative in the exchange
of prisoners, man for man and officer for officer, aud he has now put the responsibility ou
the Kebels ol stopping the exchange on that
simple, obvious and humane basis, and to stop
whicli they were forced to fall back upon the
ridiculous pretext of a proclamation of outlawry against a man whom they never had
any control over, or any dealings with, except
iuto tlielr own terms

j

of

as a

glad

to notice in your paper that this
public Levee at the City

is to hold a

-—•••-■-■

.-.--.«

The Advertiser and the Popular Lectures.

The Ministry at Large.

ministry
Hall, on this (Tuesday', evening. Apart from
the benefit which the Society will derive from
the profits of that occasion, the reunion will !>e
a happy and an agreeable one, both to the old
friends and the new of this time-honored public servant and general almoner.
This ministry is a portion, and not a small
one, of the golden chain of charities which encircles and adorns our fair city. It was commenced by the exertions and wise counsels of
the late Dr. Nichols, in 184d, aud a Fair, then
almost a new thing, was held to raise funds to
put the useful machinery in motion. It but
followed the example of that admirable inslilulion in Boston, established by the efforts of
Dr. Tuckerman, aided by those of Dr. Channing, and is still most successfully conducted
by Mr. Barnard aud numerous coadjutors,
spreading like the branches of the green bay
tree, giving shelter and refreshment to thousands of the depressed aud wretched in that
city.
The exertions of Dr. Nichols aud his wife

largely promoted by

were
<

j
;

the numer-

persons who were destitute of religious
as well as the common necessaries

ous

of life.

The

and an open enemy to the liebellion.

judicious'and

earnest efforts of these

generous persons were crowned with success.
In 1S49 they were able to employ a minister,

vnj

as

ins

j>ui

period

lsiuuiici

n,

ui

ai

least

ms

uuuis

stands thereon.

It was dedicated Oct

and has ever since furnished conven-

of the poor, which Mr. Hadley, in one of his
reports, thus describes: “More than 100 chil-

dren have been sent from this city during the
year. Between 30 and 4<>of these have found
permanent homes, where they will be well
brought up, receive a common school education, aud be trained to an honorable and re-

give up their point, by accepting the money
They claim that they enlisted as soldiers, and
spectable calling.” Again he says: “A truly
that the pay of soldiers is $1:> per month; that
they are not “laborers iu the military employ- catholic spirit seems to prevail among the various religious denominations of the city. Genment of the United States;" and that to accrous contributions have been received lor the
cept $10 per mouth would be to acknowledge i
benefit of those in whose behalf 1 have been
for themselves that status, aud to place their
some from those of a different
laboring,
officers in the anomalous position of being
religious faith from that of the founder and chief
commissioned and paid as commanding regsupporters of this institution.”
imental orgauizations of laborers, which do
The services of the Chapel and the schools
not and cnanot exist under the law. They
have always been well attended; the poor, who
further state that they are the soldiers of the
before had no place of worship or instruction,
United States, and not of Massachusetts.
have here found an appropriate place, many
There cau lie but little doubt that Congress
of whom partake of their beuefits with satiswill soon place tills matter beyond all cavil.
faction and improvement. The whole plane
The Conscription law makes no distinction on
of their existence has been
elevated, their selfaccount of color. Black men are placed by it
respect and self-exertions are encouraged, aud
under the same^liabilities as white men.
the comfort of their lives has been
greatly adWhy, then, if they equally meet the demands ;
vanced by the untiring exertions of the friends
of the law, and are allowed to become substi- ,
and supporters of this quiet,
unpretending
tutes for the whiles and to fill the State quotas tile same as whites, and to be placed in l ministry.
But it must be appareut to all that these cffront and exposed to the same danger, should
forts and labors ueed the pecuniary hand, as
they not receive the same pay? Congress |
well as the working brain and arm. Money
will doubtless lake this view and see that they
must come to supply the
machinery which is
receive full justice.
doing this great work. Those who love the
well-being and advancement of the honest
Lecture by Bev. Dr. Thompson.
poor, and cannot give their personal efforts,
A dispatch was received yesterday aftermust put their hands in their pockets, and
give
noon, by the Committee of the Independent
the material aid which sustains and vivifies all
Course of Lectures, saying that Gen. Sicki.ks
charitable undertakings. Mr. Tuc&erman, the
had been ordered to Washington, and would
present devoted minister, with his indefatigabe obliged to forego the delivery of bis lecture
ble wife, and the noble (.'banning Circle, still
in this city on Thursday evening. This was a
hold on their steady, unvarying
way, working,
great though unavoidable disappointment to
watching, praying; they ask of their fellowthe Committee, hut a full, adequate and rich
jieople, who are equally interested with them
equivalent is afforded in the fact that his place
in promoting the welfare of our
good city, to
will be filled on that evening by Kev. Dr.
come over and help them.
Let the people beof
the
one
Thompson,
Broadway Tabernacle,
gin the year by doing a work of charity in
of the ablest men in that city, long and favorthis behalf, which will live to the
year's end
ably known as the editor of the Independent. ! and be recorded where it will live
forever.’
Dr. Thompson will deliver his newly preThe l.ecer and Promenade Concert which will
pared lecture entitled, “Uevolutiou agaiust a | be held this
evening at the City Hall, will give
Free Goveijnnent not a Bight, but a Crime.”
a most
agreeable
opportunity to mingle the
The New York Evening Post, in a notice of
pleasant and the useful in a social reunion for
this lecture a few days since, said it was one
this noble ministry of benevolence.
IV.
of the most remarkable- productions ol its tal.
ented author, and ell'ectuaily and convincingly
[Communicated to the Press ]
cuts up by the roots all the claimed or assertIiClter of Presentation.
ed rights of tire reliefs to rebel agaiust a govHer. K. H’. Jackson, Chaplain V. 8. A.
ernment iu which they had a voice.
Honored Sir :—In presenting you with the
accompanying
testimonial, it is not because of
Tbe Legislature.
#
any intrinsic value of its own, that we beg
This body will meet to-morrow at tbe usual
your acceptance of the same, but in the hope
hour, and will no doubt organize with very
that it may serve to tell you that until Time
little friction. We do not anticipate a very
shall cease to be, memory will
point to the unexciting session, or that many matters of fading record of your
self-sacrificing,
your nointerest
will
come
either
for
wide-spread
up
ble deeds, and
stern adherence to
,

settlement

or

your

discussion.

cause, manifested in your unfailing
cll'orts of devotion towards those whom the

fortunes of war have placed under your care.
Your name, sir, has become identified with
munv

auything of special interest occurs to
give it by special dispatch. One thing we do
propose, however, which we trust will not be
fouud devoid of interest, and that is to have
two or three fresh letters from the Capital
weekly; familiar, gossiping, conversational
letters, which shall give the readers of the
Press a series of “Dissolving Views" sketched,
if not artistically at least truthfully, and made
to represent life as it is at the State Capital.

_

hi

slavery 10 us lormer oasis.
is not that which the anli-abulitirfh

croakers desire.

All their twaddle simply

triumph

Yet there

possible
done; I

to

are

of the South.

equalize

misled

the two races let it be

not how soon.

earo

really

those who are

assert, the black

If,

oil

the con-

only a
superior monkey, emancipation will
shortly reduce him to his own level, and the
problem will be solved by the tlnal disappearance of the race.
Of this no one really betrary,

os

thy

man

is

sort of

lieves that there is any prospect; not
those who bemoan the most the

even

injustice

of

emancipation. No; they are oniy afraid that
the South will have forever lost the power of
dispensing the patronage to Northern doughfaces, which has caused their existence. And
so it will; and yet the Union shall ere long
be restored.
Some Northern opposers of the war arc apt
to forget that the aristocracy of the Soutli is

wrhen
efforts, and
those of your noble lady, towards
alleviating
the suffering of the living, we
only regret that
we cannot In a more
fitting manner testify our
sense of the deep obligation under which we
are resting and must ever rest to
you.
Sir, a few of the many who have received
your kind ministrations, can only express in
this feeble way their sense of
gratitude; remembering that your efforts spring only from
the deepest sense of duty, and that uo
hope of
reward on earth lightens your weary labors,
but that your spirit looks beyond this frail exAnd

Hr. Editor:—I noticed in your last week's
paper the death of Dr. Jj W. Itobiusou, who
died at Fort Smith, Ark.,saying that lie was a

hearing about, for they
mind.

up; ermost in caeli
Eveu the retlucd critic of the Avert!*are

would scarcely object to hearing his own
view of the national crisis proclaimed from the
rostrum; aud if the public do not agree with
him where lies the fault ?
I ain inclined to think that the'good man of
the Advertiser wrote that amiable article be-

er

tween the

twinges
rheumatism, and would
respectfully suggest a bottle of Perry Davis’
I’ain Killer before he tries to be critical again,
as lie ought to know that the only just rule
for criticism is to apply the standard of an elevated public taste. That such lectures and
topics “draw," as he acknowledges that they
do, argues that the lectures arc right aud he is
wrong. Sorry to pity him, but I really see no
way of escape for the poor editor, unless lie
commences another course of “Independent
Lectures,” which shall ignore the present genS. J. F.
eration, the wur. and tile negro.
of

the United States Christiau Commission to
date:
J. F. Weeks *5; C'. A. Stackpule *5,
siO.GO

L. Harlow *10: J. A. Fctidersou *5;
8. I.. Jewett, Keuuebuiik,
Dr. W. C. Kobinson,
Joliu C. Kimball *5: Stephen Marsh $2;
lieo. l ushing *5; McLaughlin a Alden *12.77:
Cong cb. See. Alua. by Bev. W. Thompson,
From individuals in Scarboro'.
Baptist Society, No. Sedgwick.
Kev. David Thurston, Litcbtleld Corner,
Citizens of St. Albans,
2d Cong, church and Society, Falmouth,
Kev. Edward Chase, Falmouth, specie,
Voung People of North Yarmouth,
Ladies of Camden by K. M. Wood,
Samuel Tyler. Eso., Portland.
Little Children District No. 3, Kennebunk,

15,00

2.00

5,00
~.nft

47,77
8 30

13.50

o’oo

8.80
3,35
3YI3
).10

80.00
b6.lu

10.00
1,00

Also, the following donations: one case from the
Congregational Sabbath School, New Sharon; one
Rev. W Beavins, Bryant's l'ond : four
boltlci Cordial, Rev. Edward Chase, Falmouth; one
case of Books and Bibles from (ieo. II Stuart, Es.|
Fliiiadel|ilda, Tor the soldiers it Cani(> Berry aud
Fort Treble.
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
Treaa. Army Com. Tortlaud Y. M. C. A.
Jail
Tortlaud,
2,1864.
box from

Ox New Year's Day, the citizens of Portland celebrated the President's Proclamation
of Freedom with a general demonstration and
rejoicing. In view of this event, the Democratic organ of Portland said sardonically:
“A year or two ago. in the house of Congress,
Hon. F. A. Pike, of our eastern district, announced a programme not yet carried out itt
full, which to-morrow is going to he celebrated here: ‘Fight, Tax, Emancipate.’ These
three words represent acts in glorilication of
which the town will he very noisy to-mor-

row.”

Well,

identified with the

majority of the
represented.
fry-Seventy-five of the solid men of Albany
were up before the police court a
day or two
since and fined for not cleaning the snow’ and

Senate if all the States were now

fought

and won; has
been taxed and has been able to hear its necessary burdens; and has approved the proclama-

tion giviug freedom to the slave, and taking
from rebellion its idea and power. Have
they

...

frjy’The Lynn Bay State

vious year.
fry The

military department of Kansas is
placed under the command of Major-General
Curtis. Xo action in regard to the Department

of Missouri lias been taken.
l nc i.oudon

correspondent ot the Tribune says, among tiie most earnest and efficient
friends of America in London, is Washington
Wilks Esq. Editor of the Morning Star.
if

ty*The Richmond Whig tells this truth—
“Slavery has stabbed itself to death; it has
sinned against the light, committed the unpardonable sin, and must die.”
£:F“Xew Mexico has completed a brigade
for the Union army, and “Kit Carson,” now
Colonel of one of the regiments, is spoken of
as a lilting person to be made a
Brigadier.
£yThc Ossipee Register is iuformed by a
communication from
set

such

1803.

grounds; we confessing to our wrongs
them, and changing the Constitution
to perpetuate slavery!
Their rights under
the Constitution consist in a liberal supply of
rope, and we shall not regret to see them in
the full enjoyment of them.

bells of the

city

of

Bangor

were

rung from twelve to one o’clock at noon on
Friday in honor of the President's Emaucipa-

tiou of Freedom.

have suffered

considerably.

^^“Parsons’ Cough Candy is

reliable remedy.

ears

A
and feet

SPECIAL

Mr. Sumner

heartily endorses

who was authorized

or

PUBLIC SPEAKERS AND VOCALISTS
beneficial in clearing the voice before

Will ftiid them

by Mr.

iy"The large Dodge Tannery in Freedom
entirely consumed by fire on the 4lh iust.
together with all the manufactured leather
was

and stock.

Loss

815,<AK)—supposed

incendia-

Cir"Tho Massachusetts Legislature

meets iu

rism.

Boston to-morrow.

The annual election

ser-

is to be

preached by President Stearns
of Amherst college. Bootless an early organization will be effected, and Gov. Andrew's
Message be delivered on Thursday.
ulF“Jo*h Billings is a new star in the literary Armament that is cutting up queer shines
with the President's English, but he is woudrous wise. He says; “Aul ov us komplanc
ov the shortness ov life, yet we all waste more
mon

time than we uze.”

'F'A Western paper says Chief Justice
Taney is of that class who dry up in their
tracks. He shrivels gradually, year by year,
and is apparently the feeblest man on earth
that has breath in his body. He sits doubled
up, and his voice cannot penetrate three feet.

UF“The National Union League

has in ex-

istence 1,500 councils of that ordur in the loyal

States,

with a

number.
and

of over

membership

Wisconsin has

750,000

200

over

speech.

j

esteems Oliver
of the brightest ornaments of American literature.
Overrunning
with quiet humor and broad satire.pbilosopbi-

Parsons' Celebrated Couch

grave, scholarly iu style, his works are
destined to form a portion of the American

Essayists,
£jF'JA letter from the Colonel of the 80th
Illinois,now a prisoner iu Richmond,says there
are now about 750 officers eon lined in
Libby
prison, and but one general officer—Neal Dow
of this State.
The rations are believed by
in the years to come.

Portland, Oct. 27.1863.
To

Clark,

Bolter, a desperate
villain, was arrested on Thursday week, by
the police about a mile and a half from
Bangor
says the Whig. He was found in an old house
offender,

has deserted

twice,

of several robberies and

Boiler Is
and is

thefts.

an

old

suspected
The police

deserve much credit for securing him.
A. U. Morrell has closed his labors with the F. W. Baptist clitircli la West

ty“Rev.

Waterville.

Consumptives.—The Rev. E. A.

Wilson’s

Junction of Middle aud Free sts., Portland.
jaul d&w2iu

The Mail says Mr. M. has not

only endeared himself to his own church aud
society, but lias; won the confidence and es-

have a choice of routes at the lowest rates oi
fare, and obtain all needful information.
■&OV.2, J8C3._
TuThSAwtf
may

The Patent llelle Monte Skirt.
full assortment of thi. new style Skirt, at AsutR.os’a Hoop Skirt and Corset Depot, under
Mechanics’ Hall.
decl9 UJm
A

•

GREAT DISCOVERY.— An ad hesivepreparation
that will STICK
Patches and Linings to Boots aud Shoes sufficient
y strong without stitching;
That will effectually mend Furniture,
Crockery
Toys,and all articles of household use.
Belt Makers,
Boot and Shoe Makers.
Manufacturers aud Machinists,
And Families,
willlind it invaluable ! It willeffectuallystopth
leakage of Coal Oil.
It is insoluble in water or oil.
It is a liquid, and a* easily applied
It will adhere oily substances.
It is

as

HILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Brothers. Proprietors.

Providence,

Supplied

in

R.

in consequence of the rumor of a raid from
St. John “Roughs," are considerably
exaggerated. Fifty persons didn’t keep guard at
the Frontier Bank. But our people
prepared
to give the raiders a proper reception if

they

should come.

preceded

Their execution would have

their trial.

that Mr.

prior to the murderBut so well known aud highly respected is
Mr. Bailey, that hardly a breath of suspicion
lias been raised against him, until Saturday
afternoon, when Judge Warren of the Charlestown Police Court granted a warrant for
liis arrest

The warrant

was

issued on

the

CLEARED.
Bark Ja* K Ward, Tibbetts, Havana-John
Lynch
k Co.
Bark B ColcorJ, Colcord,
West—Jaa Harlow
Key
k Co.
Sch Leoueaaa. Wiloy, Washington DC—C 8 Clark.
Sch Bramhall. Kicker, Boston—J B Brown k Sons.
Sch Catharine Wilcox, McPadden, East
port- O S
Beale.

Ship Saruh Chase, of Newbury'port, 570 tons, has
been sold to a Portuguese house in Macoa. for
§83,000.
She is now' on the passage to Havana with a load of
•3)0 coolies.
disasters.
Sell Eureka, of Portland, belore
reported w recked,
left Belfast oil the 15tli lilt for
Loug Island, near Mt
Desert, and went ashore satin- afternoon on the Western Sister, a desert rock iu Biuehill
Bay. She had
on board three passengers and was loaded with
potatoes and lumber. They were
caught in a gale, split
jib and endeavored to come to anchor, but the anchor fluke broke off and they drifted ashore, (
apt
Libby, one of the passengers, was knocked overboard beforo she took ground, aud swam ashore
4he re.it of the party rot safely to land,, but thoroughly wet, and their clothes frozen. They managed to collect some wood and make a Hre.
by one of
the
aacriticiug his draft exemption paper,
which was set on tire
discharging a pistol. By
this means they kept alive till morning, when
they
were rescued bf sch Loochoo. from
Long Island.
Sch Julia Elizabeth. Merrill, from Caiala for New
Haven, put into New London 2d inst Reports was
within 6 miles of the latter ovening of the 1st
lust,
when she took the
w esterly gale, and anchored under the icc of Thimble Islands.
after
Shortly
parted both chains, lost anchors and boat, and w as
to make for New Loudon.
Sch (i W C&rpeutcr. Hatch, at Boston from Philareports, on
night, struck on Hard*
ng's Ledge, but came off with loss of rudder, and
anchored: afterwards towed up.
Bark Stetson, from lVusacola, put into ilolmct's
Hole 3i inst, with loss of sails, anchor and 75 fathoms chain.
Her crew were frost bitten.

party

by

heavy

compelled

Thursday

f*hia,

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 2d inst, ship Bengal, Melville. from Puget Sound lor Shanghai-.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 20tb, brigs Hydra, Harriman, Philadelphia; 21st, barks Champion, Mayo,
Boston; Hanson Gregory, Gregory'. Philadelphia;
ad, Talaverm, Nickels, Boston; Powhattan, Pendleton, New York; 26th, Iddo Kimball, timer, PhilaBelow 27th, ships Owego and Arctic, fin N York;
barks Investigator, Carver; Conqueror. Nickerson,
and Harvest, Hutchins, from do; Halite
Metcalf,
Ames, and N H Boynton, Mitchell, fin Philadelphia•
Waltham, Wheeler, from Boston.

Towed to sea 17th, ship Borneo.
PORI ROY AL8C—Ar 24th. bark Annie C Norton, Price, Philadelphia; sch J U Allen, Newell, do;
May tjncen.Golt. New York; 27th, bark Milton,Fuller. New York; Lire Boat. Reed. Pensacola.
Cld 22d, schs Hattie M Mayo, Ward. Baltimore;
23d. Vicksburg. Haskell, New York ; 25th, bark Mary
Bentley. C'lirk, New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 31st, brig H B Emery, Bradford. Calais via Fortress Monroe.
BALTIMORE—Ar 30th, sch Lucy A Orcutt, Butler. Brooksville for Fort Carroll.
Cld 3DU>. sch Ruth kl Baker, Knight New Orleans,
(and sailed M iust.)
PHILADELPHIA
Ar 1st inst. bark Cordelia,
Bryant. Kingston J via 8tJago; brigs Itaska. Col-

burn, Boston; Leonard Mvers, New Orleans; sch
Carrie Wells, Brown, New York.
Also ar 1st, ship Trauqucbar, Goodwin, N Orleans;
barks Minnesota, Watson.do; M E Trout. Nickrrsou. Matauzas; Chas Edwin, Tibbetts. Ilavaua; L D
Carver, White, Feu—eels; brigs Eliza M Strong.
Strong, Havana; Sea Foam, Mitchell, Prince Edw
Island.
Cld 2d, bark Harriet Spaulding, Wise. 8 W Pass;
brig Lizzie Lee. Parker, Gibraltar; sch Maria llaJJ,
Bartlett, Cienfuegos.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, ship Sarah March,
Stoners,

Liverpool.
Ar 1st inst,

brig J I) Lincoln, Webber, Havana.
2d, ship Great Western. Fur her. Liverpool-"
Globe, I rauu, Washiugtoii; schs Cnioo,
Peiidletou, Rockland; Agcuora. Iliggim., Boston;
Win Arthur. Haskell, Boston;
Eclipse, Wilkinson.
Cld

brig

New

PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d. sch 8 E Parker, Fitzgerald. New York.
NEWPORT—lu port 2d, sc ha Mary Ellen, of Y’ork;
II 8 Boynton, of Trcmout, and others.
Ar 313t, sch Mazcppa, Brewer, Wi-cassct for New
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 1st, schs Gcorgie Dcering,
Piukhani, Philadelphia for Portland: Laurel. Foss
Boston for 1‘oit Royal SC; Jane, Haskell. liaugor

for Newr York.

BOSTON—Ar 3d, brig Sami Lindsey, Murrav.Ncw
Orleans.
Cld 2d, brigs Mecosta. Dunbar. South Ameiica;
Nat hi Stevens. Barbour, New Orleans; Thomas Connor, York. Portland, to lead lor Cuba; schs Lottie,
Buuker. New Orleans; Dolphin, Davis, Ellsworth.
Cld 4th, bark Richard Irwine, (Hr)
Anuwburv. for
Cape Town CGH; bark Edmund Dwight, Herrick,
Cayenne; brig Augwsta.(Br) Kent. Rio Grande; schs
Harper, Cooinbs, Port Roval SC: Romp. Kelley
Jonesport; Ida L Uower. MeDulhe. Portland.
Sid 3d. ship Gardiner Colby ; barks E F Harrimaii.
Catharine Jane, Persia; brigs 1 ho mas Connor, and
Selma.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Palermo, 7th ult. harks
Zephyr. Small. Mar•©Pc*: Mary C Dyer,Wallace, do; 11 lb, Mary Edv«u.
Nickerson. Baugor.
Ar at Liverpool -th ult, ship Chas
Cooper, Short,

Baugor.

At
Hay tun 11th ult. brig Laurilla,
Boston 6 days; sch Susan, Rogers, fin do,
Ar at St John NB 2Dth ult, ship Jane,
Portland.

Cape

disg.

Tavlor, fin

ADVERTISEMENTS.

the

name

which

YSt»A.
a

of

Copartnership

under

have the most desirable stvles

we

Boys’ Garments,

will manufacture to

order

In the most Thorough Manner*

will be

repleni.hcd weekly

with the

latest auil most

Stylish Goods
in the

body

market, and w ill be *old at lairprice*. Everyis invited to call and examine our stock, at

J. E.
A. 8.

Portland, Jan. 1, 1-31.

Mercantile

Library

FIFTH

FERNALD,

FERNALD.
jan5 d A w 4\v

Association!

-BY —

HON. J W. PATTERSON, M. C.

jano td

BUCK

\VUEAt7

5000 Pounds Fresh Ground Buckwheat
-rOlt 8AL« BY-

In Saecarappa, Jan. 3, of congestion ol the brain
Mr, Sylvester R. Bcntlev. aged 28 years.
try uneral on Tuesday afternoon, at 1 o’clock,
at his father's residence, oil Brackett street.
In Suffield, Ct.. Dec. 28, 31 r. David Sheldon, aged
93 years, father of Rev. Dr. Sheldon, of Watorville.
lu Greeiisborough. 3td., Dec 2*3, of dlptheria, 3Iis.
Caroline L., wife of l’eltg Hussey, formerly of Newcastle. Me., aged 40 years.
Iu Pittston, Dec, 23, Sallie Horn, aged 87 years.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
BTSAMER

FROM

BAILS

FOR

Adriatic.Gahwiv.New York... .Dec 22
New York
..Southampton New York. .Dec 23
City of Baltimore. Liverpool.New York. .Dcc23

the murder was discovered. He is one of the
most respectable citizens of Malden, and the

Jan 6
Eagle.New York .Havana.
Sidon.New York Livi-rpool.Jau 6

A

—

Asia.

Boston

Liverpool.Jau

6

Kangaroo.New York. Liverpool.Jau 7
City of .Manchester Ngw York Liverpool.Jau 9

North American .Portland. ..Liverpool.Jau 9
Germania
New York.. Hamburg.Jau 9
Columbia.New York Havana
.Jan 1*3
Bohemian.Portland
Liverpool.Jau 16
Adriatic ..New York. .Galway.Jan 12
Persia.New York. Liverpool.Jau 13
...

New York.New York

Bremen.

Jau 16

4.

Exchange Street,

N. A. FOSTER

* CO.,

J. T. OILMAN, Editor*
In starting the Pobtlabd Daily Pbkss
the
Proprietor* were influenced by what they believed to be a demand of the loyal
public senti"lent of the State, and the
generous reception
which it has met with, and the
measunexpected
ure ot success which has
uniformly attended it
thus far, afford the most
satisfactory evidence to
the proprietors that they did not
misconstrue the
public demand. The Pbkss has been in existence
but one year and a
and though it was comha|f.
mrnced with no previous
canvassing, and with
the field, to n superficial observer,
fully occupied
by papers having old associations and honorable antecedents, yet in its brief
history it has
gained a circulation never before attained
by ana.
in
the
daily paper
State, and a hold upon
lie confidence and respect most
to
encouraging
the proprietors, and stimulating to their cherished desire to satisfy the public wauts
by maltmg such a paicer as shall be deemed a public necessity by the loyal people of Maine.
Though the Pbess has had a success far exceeding the most sanguine expectations of its
projectors, aud though comparatively few subscribers have been heard to complain of its ackuowledged deficiences, and few demands for it*
improvement have come to the notice of its propnetors, and though it may have been all they
could afford to mate it at the
past and existing
exorbitant price* of printing materials and stock
and with its present patrouage,
yet the proprietors have long felt that it is far short of
what a
leading joumtil in the commercial nnd financial
center of the State should be; and
that the enterprise, the wealth, the public spirit and the
fast increasing populatiou of Portland
demand
and Would therefore auituin, such efforts
as are
necessary to make a paper commensurate with
the glowing importance and
commanding position of their city.
The Business of this city thoulJ demand
much
“ore space for its ndeertitement than her
numerous merchants uud manufacturers have
as yet
claimed foritsaeeommodatkm; while the great variety aud importanceof the news of theday—Foreign aud Domestic, Civil and Military—imperatively calls for more attention than the ]wtmilage actually enjoyed by auy paper in the Stale
would justify bestowing upon it. The
Proprietors of the Pbkss, reposing
implicit trust in the
good sense nnd the liberality of the
people of
Maine, aud their willingness to sustain all enterprusea having for their object the pro motion of
our common weal,
hope the day in not far di*
taut when they may, with full
confidence in sue-

s

!

pub*

THE DAILY PRESS

I

*

F
jan5 lwod

A

SMITH,
19

& 21 Silver Street.

£

°r such
enlarged and generous proportions that, uM
while the business of our
city shall be better at-ill
comm, .dated iu its
advertising columns, the gen'■ral news, the varieil interests and
enterprises uf M
*
the State, and the development of her almost
unrivalled natural resources, may receive that degree of attention commensurate with their
f
great
importance and their claims upon public attenV
tentiou
thus making a daily paper
the
worthy
practical regard of every busiuess mail in Portland, of every commercial citizen of Maine, and
of every well-wisher to our
vigorous t’oiumonweaith.
—

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

issued

weekly, a Urge quarto, containing fortyeight columns, coineuient for preservation and
binding, is confidently commended to the
Loyal Families of Maine,

paper which will ever be found a lively, viffand welcome visiter in their H reside circles.
baa been increased in siie a fraction ocer thirty ptr cent., and is now
as a

orous

It

The

Largest Paper

in the

State,

and is not exceeded in sixe
by any political paper
in .New
England, and is considerably larger than
the Aew \ ork quartos. It contains the news
of
the day by until and
telegraph, has a luk.k
irm\ i'ouREspoNpence,
gives full market re-

ports,

A KI LL MARINE LIST,
and besides the discussion of the
great living issues of the
day, it will contain a variety of miscellaneous matter,
embracing articles of a

Liteiury, Scientific, Agricultural and Educational character. Historical and Biographical Sketches, Sketches ol
Travel, Notices of New DIs.
eoveries. Inventions, die.
Tales and Poetry
original and selected
will
—

—

receive

proper attention.
Both papers
the Daily uud the Weekly
will be largely devoted, as heretofore, to the discussion of the great principles which
underlie
our free institutions, and will
give a generous
and whole souled support to all the measures
necessary to put dowu rebellion, to overthrow
disloyalty iu all its tonus, and to re-establish the
authority of the < '.institution, the laws, and the
constitutional administration of the
government,
overevery foot of ourcominon domain.
Ou the great i|uestionsor
Progress, Humanity
Liberty and K.|ual Bights, being forced upon
the attention of the nation by the crisis
through
which our institutions and our constitutional
Government arc now passing, the Pius will utter no equivocal voice and
occupy no doubtful
position. The emancipation of those held in
bond.- la-fore the rebellion
the death of slavery
that Liberty and the Nation may live
will find
the Pnvss neither hesitating nor reserved in its
advocacy an.l support.
In a word, the Pwksh will stand
by the government uiuler all
contingencies, and defend
and supiairt those who labor to maiutain its integrity and honor; and it will be, as it has been
heretofore, the uncompromising foe of all rebels
and reliel sympathizers, without resfiect to their
locality or liositioii.
In the political campaign to lie
fought before
the close of the year Isti-t.the Pans will be found
acting with loyal I'uion men, irrespective of antecedents, and opposing all disloyal men, on
matter from what stock they may have descended.
Its course for the last year and a half
may be
taken as an indication of what it
proposes for'tbe
future.
—

—

DAILY~PRESS.

Single copy.
For

It

year.f...

oar

undersigned have this day formed
norahip under the name and style of
FOSTER cV* 1,1 SK,

UK

a

copait*

lor the purpose ol'transacting a CO/IN, FLOCK,
GRAIN. RROriSION and COM.XI/SSION HCSINESS, at store No. 2 ((.alt Block! Commercial bt.,
(near the Drand Trunk Kdilvrav Depot).
DEO. F. FOSTER,
S. 117 LlSk.
Portland. Jan. 1st, 1$$4.
janodim

advance payments, a discount ol one
dollar is allowed; if paid within six months in*
cents discounted. Price for three or six month.' nro
rata.

WEEKLY PRESS.
Siaglr ropy, oar year, larariably
in advance.
««.0O

!.*r
1
rlnbs
u

ol lour

1.00
or

more, all lo the

post office, each.

1.75

To club, of Ira or asorr. all to the
same post office, each
51.50
And a free ;opy to the getter up ol the club.

Notwithstanding
Weekly edition

the great increase of sixe in
of the Press, txiuul to 30 per
cent., no addition is made to the subscription
price; but in conse<|ueuce of the increased expense, and the high rates of nearly all articles
used in thrinauufacttTrr of a newspaper, we shall
be obliged to adhere rigidly to the above terms
Advertisements, not objectionable in character. soilicited for the Daily. Legal notices, and
a limited number
of business advertisements,
will t« inserted in the Weekly.
N. A. FOSTER
Co.^ Proprietors.
PotTUXD, Jau, 1, 1864.
the

3T Weekly papers in Ike Stale -retesting
marked copy qf' the above prospectus, that will
publish so much as they find not erased, three 9
insertions, directing attention to the same editorially,and sending a marked copy to this office,
shall be entitled to an teen exchange with the Dai-

ly Press, for

one

gear,

DR. J.

R.

13th, at 7j o'clock, for the choice of Trustees aud the
transaction of other buaiaeu.
Per older of the President,
J. C. TUKESBUUY, Secretary.
dtd
Portland, Jan. 5th, 1S»>4.
M. €’• X. A.

A Stated Meeting of the M. C. M. Associa*
wi,l bo held at the Library Room, on
evening. Jan. 7th, at 7- o’clock.
There will bo au election to til 1 the vacancy
iu the Board ol Trustees, occasioned by the death o!
Bro. Joseph Dray.
a

jSfd*yti°n

be tuund at XORin connection with
heretofore, pay especial
may

"

general practice, Ik will

a#

Surgical Diseases and Operations,

including the

treatment of

cancerous,

morbid growth*.

and

other

janod&wlt*

St luMtiier lor Sale*
The good Schooner N. II. HALL, 19
yfar* old, 13d ton* burthen, well found,
M£m
*
good carrier, uiul ?copper-fastened.
/r
ran be bought at a good bargain, if ip.
■^^^^■"•pli^d lor *0011, at No. & lomineroial
C. A B. MORSE.
Wharf.
•
jau6 4wdfcw

MkjpThursday

F\ 51. CARS LEY, Secretary.

LORD,

dt this city,
I,30UMEELY
A\ VILLAGE, where,

attention to

K. A. ot the P. F. D.
rilUK Annual Meeting of the Relief Association
A of the Portland Fire Department, will be held
at the Fluginc office on Wedci-sday evening. January

jau5 td

*7,00

strictly

a

Copartnership Notice.

1
1

LECTURE!

Wednesday Evening, Jnn. «, mot.

day,

DIED.

0

PORTLAND,

saute

city.

In East Poland, Jan. 2, by Rev. (». W. Ballou.
T. True Downing and Miss Angelia F. Pulsiler, all
of Minot Corner.
lu Gray, Dec. 26, by Rev. 31. Cole, Gilman B. Eldor and Miss Hannah M. Dunn, both ot Gray; same
Hollis U. .Mounttiml and 31iss Roxana A.
Leighton, both of Cumberland.
In Buxton. Dec 31, by Rev. G. W. Cressev. Ebon
H. Norton aud Miss Eliza Ann, daughter of Charles
Elliott, all of B.

18

Published at No. 82

TEB.ns or subscription.

No. H7 Middle Street*

by

*

ron

OCR STOCK OF

MARRIED.
lu this city. I>cc. 25.
Kev. fc. C. Bollcs, Matthias
Allen and Miss Jane Moodv. both of this city.
In this city, Jan. 3. by llev. K. < Holies. Sewall S.
Bailey, ot Westbrook, and Miss Elizabeth 8. Libby,
of Falmouth.
In this city, Jan. 4. by Rev. Dr. Bosworth,
Joseph
F. Elder and Miss Mattie E. Kimball, both of this

TH*

MAINE STATE PRESS

FURNISHING GOODS

morning,

renders the skin soft aud w hite, aud free
from blemish. Price 50 ceuts. For sale by H. H.
11 AY', Ageut for Maine, aud all druggists.
rov*20 deud&oewotn

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

—

NEW

Gentlemen &

BeautivulCobplexion, free fVom Tan, Pimples and Freckle*, may easily b procured by u*iug
tho "BALM OF A THOUSAXD FLOWERS." For
shaving it is uusurpassed—a single drop making a
a tine lather.
It i* composed of palm-oil, honey aud
other valuable articles, highly perfunu-d by its own
ingredients, aud when used for washing, night aud

I S

TUK

—

A

G

Bolton, for

J. E. FERNALD & SON,

febl7dly

or

Mac hia.-.

and shall at all limeof material for

Bohemian.Liverpool.Portland.Dec 24
frica.Liverpool_Boston.Dec 26
lcutouia.Southampton New York.. ..Dec 29
Dec 31
Hibernian.Liverpool.Portland
Beotia.Liverpool.New York. ..Jan 2
Canada.Liverpool.Boston .Jau 9
America.Liverpool.Portland-Jau 7

self.

Boston.

If

complaint of that notorious adventurer “Count
Johannes,” who i-. is supposed is -governed by
mercenary motives, and hopes to pocket the
reward offered for the discovery of the murderer. Mr. Bailey was the last person positively known to have entered the bank before

people of the town have no belief in his complicity in the tragic affair. He says he fears
nothing except the stigma which may attach
to him on account of the proceedings, against
which he has been compelled to defend him-

4.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Locust Point. Whitehead, New York.
Brig Walter Howes, Pierce, Havana 24th, ballast.
Brig Thus < minor. York. Boston
Brig Snow Bird, (Br) Marriner, Havana 23d for

I.

Sole Agent* for New Kugland.
W. F. PHILLIPS, Agent for Portland.

ult.,

zen

Monday*.January

TITE have thb* day formed

packages from 2 os. to 100 lbs., by
CHAS. RICHARDSON A CO.,
61 Broad Street, Boston,

PROSPECT

BV

PORTLAND.

January I,

past#.

teem of the entire

community, liis departure is deeply regretted by all. Rev. A.
Redlon,
late of R. I., succeeds him as pastor,
entering
immediately ui>on his labors.
rifi'lie Eastport Sentinel says the reports
in the papers of the excitement in
Eastport

OF

Y’ork.

HTIf you are goiugto the West,South,orNorthWest, procure Through Tickets at Littte’s Union
Ticket Office, No. 31 Exchange Street, w here you

alias

secreted between the floors.

3mtdAweow

Remedy for Cousumption, Asthma. Bronchitis,
Coughs, Colds, and all Throat aud Lung Affections,
together with a pamphlet giving the prescription and
a nhort
history of his case, can be obtaiued of
11. 11. UAY', Druggist,

the writer to be the same as those furnished
the rebel soldiers.
'buries

Candy

(retail, only 12 ett por package,(for the cure of Hronchitis, Hoarseness, Coughs, Colds, and Iritation of
the Throat. Being wholly free from all disagreeable
teste, it is peculiarly adapted to the above diseases in
Children as wroll as adults. Prepared by Sbokt A
Waterhouse, Apothecaries, corner of Free and
Middle streets, Portland, Me. The highest testimonial* can be given of the superior qualities of this excellent Cough Remody, Tor sale by all Druggists.

one

cally

PORT

NEWS.

—

iu

bers.
as

and relieving the throat alter
any unusual exertion of the vocal organ*, having a
peculiar adaptation to affections which disturb the
or*an* of
Sold by ail Druggists aud Dealers In Medicine in
th ,» United State* aud most foreign countries, at 2b
cent* per box.
jan4 dim

councils

25,000 members, and Illiuois 150,000 mem-

Wendell Holmes

Soreness of the Throat.

speakiug or singing,

S. to make the statement.

MAitINE

ton, do.

Brown9* Bronchial Troche*.
These Lozenge* arc prepared from a highly esteemed recipe lor alleviating Bronchial A
feet ions,
A<thma, Hmr*rne»s. Coughs, Colds, and Irritation

the

MINIATURE ALMANAC*
Tupadny.
Jrouri*v 5*
Sun rises.7.31)
High water,(a mi_ 6.51
oun seta.4.43
|
Length of daya.9.13
I nermoraeter.3
o'clock AM. 10 deg.

Cld 19th, bark Nineveh. Stackpole, Boston; 22d,
brig Elizabeth. Hill, Baltimore: 23d, ship Cbace. Edwards, New York; bark Gan Eden, Reed, do; 1fth,
bark Alamo, Godfrey, New York; Texas, Hor-

NOTICES.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

AMD

delphia.

genuine and

a

See special uotice column.

dim.

way of Portland.

to have entered the bank

turn to it.” Who ever heard of more brazenfaced impudence? aud yet Copperhead politicians would williugly see the rebels met on

Indianapolis

umber of them have had their
frozen.

posted, that the Ilres in that section were
by rebel emissaries who came there by

slave?”—[Phila.

Kf-T lie Argus informs its readers, with
evident satisfaction, that T. Hutler King, a
leading rebel of Georgia, has written a letter
on re-construetlon, in which he
says, “If the
people of the North would now concede our
rights, and the Federal Government would
secure them, the danger with which we were
threatened by remaining in the Union, and
the objection we had to it, would he removed,
and we might with honor aud
advantage re-

Two soldiers were frozen to»deatli at Cump
Chase on Saturday. The soldiers in the camp

n

—h———BBUmt —————

LIST OF VESSELS
Built and rcguterrd iu the District of WUclWCt durthe
ing
ye»r 1883.
Kane.
Tout V,!h
fhrueri.
Murk Robert Murray, Jr, R Murray, NY,
386 93
Annie,
Chose ft Co,
880 66
achr launiscntt,
J
U
60 23
Bearer,
■'
Ada I, Harris
I* Harris It als,
75 8*i
l-innet,
A 1’ Hodgdon,
30 69
Fossett,
Reed k als, 181 00
Benj
Viru"
otinr
awcnock.-103 \q

DOMESTIC PORTS.

Cincinnati, Jan. 4.

at

———————

H eather at the Hest.

well

turn to

Press.

The

who claims to be

one

Fhattanooi/n.
New York, Jan. 4.

The Tribune's Washington
dispatcli says:—
Private advices from Chattanooga state that
10,000 rebels are at or near Dalton. Wheeler’s cavalry was near Red Hill, on
Sugar
Creek. Gen. Hardee’s headquarters were at
Tilton's. Tim enemy are fortifying Home,
Itesaca and Atlanta.
Our troops are in winter quarters at Chattanooga, Huntsville. Lookout Valley, und
aloug the Nashville Railroad.
Surgeon General Hammond bad a severe fall
at Nashville a few
days since, striking the
lower part of his spine, apd
paralyzing his
lower extremities. He is reported to be doing well.

says the shoe bus-

iness of that city has flourished to a greater
extent during the past year than in any pre-

other—-“Secede, Hebei, Fight, Tax and En-

rejoice who are about to restore
the country on the basis of entire personal
freedomIs not this motto bettor than the

From

ice from their side-walks.

George T. Bailey, a well known citiof the town and a sou of the first
president of the hank, was the last person known

t5^“The

I

the nation has

cover

would be a

Cy^The Chicago Tribune

Sy-Tiie Army Committee of the Portland
Young Men’s Christian Association acknowledge the following receipts for the object ot

towards

Litchfield, Me., where lie resided until he
practice in Richmond. Will you

thoroughly

Republicans. This

it is not believed that he w ill
sufficiently reto attend to Ids duties again.
There is but little doubt, that, on the reassembling of Congress action will be taken by
which the time ttxed for the expiration of the
payment of bounties will be further extended
probably to the 1st of February.

of the U. S. Sen-

not reason to

Committee in behalf of the donors.

commenced

fry-Thirty seven members
ate are now

Chicago Tribune,

So the Northern
Democrat who opposes the war, if lie be one
who “earns his bread by the sweat of his
brow,” is warring against his own freedom,
and, it may be ignorantly hut none the less
certainly, seeking his own debasement. The
question is not whether Hie black man shall
he raised above his true position, but whether
the white laborer shall he lowered to the station of his black representative in the South.
Try to evade the fact as we will, the degradation of labor iu one place tends to a like result elsewhere.
These subjects the public are iutcrcstcd iu

outlaw.
Tlie Tribune's dispatcli says.:—Although
Chief Justice Taney has improved in
health,

taken.

istence to the C'liristiau’s dower that the Master of Life awards to all who do His will. But
if the assurance that grateful hearts will ever

M’unliington, 1). C., Dec, 25fA,

native of

fry“Tlic store of Mr. Win. Brcnnen, of BanWhig says, was entered on Wednesday night, and fifty dollars worth of goods
gor, the

without distinction of color.

an

New York, Jan. 4.
The Times’ Washington dispatch
says the
loan
will
not
be withdrawn from
live-twenty
the market until it is all taken. The
people
will have the eliance to buy it at par.
It is credibly stated that' Gen. Frank ISIair
has resigned his scat in Congress.
The plans recommended by Gen. Butler for
the exchange of prisoners have found favor
amoug the authorities here. It is believed
that if he should be clothed with discretionary power in the premises he w II not only
succeed in procuring the speedy release of all
our prisoners in the South, but will
completely vindicate the honor of the country, and
a
retraction
of
the
compel
recent insults of
the Richmond cabal in refusing to
negotiate
with an accredited officer of the
government,
because Jell' Davis bad proclaimed him an

ton.

President's recent amnesty proclamation ; so
says the Washington Correspondent of the

simply

the rebel prisoners in our hands, by
placing
them on the same footing as the Union
prisoners now held at Richmond, is now under
consideration by the government.

fry ‘Judge May has removed from Wintlirop to Auburn, and, in company with liis
son, lias opened a law office in Lewis-

he Boston Advertiser says it will be
remembered iu connection with the murder and
bank robbery at Malden on the 15th

memory’s page, that bears the indelible impress of your name, to linger with
deepest emotions there, will afford you the knowledge that your labors are appreciated, that assurance is yours, given from the hearts of those
who beg your acceptance of the
accompanying
token of their highest respect and esteem.
We are, dfgtr sir, very truly yours,
If It. Mri,LETT, Lt. Col. 5th Maine Vols.
1). W. Buss, Surgeon U. S. V.
B. F. Buck, Capt. I. C., late Oth Maine.
J.B. Utxm, Assistant-Surgeon 10th Me.
S. J. Monrox, Lt. Oth Maine.
H. ft. Jacobs, Lt. Oth Maine.

Richmond, January 3d, lsti3.

■'see F. A. Smith’s advertisement of
buckwheat.

assumed dominion over the
black masi as such, but over all laboring meu,

not

*1* VVUI-

.O

who fall in defence of the Union.
recall to mind your tireless

A Collection.

pleaae

4Y.t»»

we

popular weekly, published in Philadelphia
by Deacon Jl- Peterson, lias entered upon its
43d year. It is a large aud costly printed
quarto, aud its contributors are among the
most popular literary writers and novelists of
the country. With the first paper iu January
it commences a new novel, called Oswald
Cray, by Mrs. Wood, one of the most fascinating of all our lady story-writers. In addition to tbe stories written expressly for the
Post, Its Editor also strives to luy before its
readers tbe best Stories from Ute English periodicals, aud gives in addition to tbe Tales aud
Sketches, more or less Agricultural Matter,
with a Riddle, Receipt, News, and Market
Departments every week.
Tehms.—Two dollars a year; two copies,
♦3; four copies,
eight copies (and one
gratis), $12. One copy of The Post and one
The Lady's Friend, $3.

M. P. M.

a ■<

solation, und with them you will share in the
glory that will ever encircle the brows of those

aud

correct.

tlia

with the noble heroes from other
loyal
States, who have enjoyed your cheering con-

The Saturday Evening Post.—-This old

was a

fact, it

inon

■

Ue

nf

«•

when

native of Massachusetts.

your

country's

as last year, to
give a
daily record by telegraph In the I’re>s, but
instead thereof, we propose to give the routine
proceedings from the Augusta papers, and

We do not propose,

In

ministry, and they, by the liberal subscriptions of our citizens, were enabled
to erect the neat and commodious chapel which

ient accommodations for public worship, and
We see it stated that the colored regiments
the various schools aud uses of the institufroui Massachusetts at Charleston have refused
tion.
to receive the partial pay proffered by the i
One of the most valuable portions of the
United States paymasters of $10 per month,
work is in finding places for vagrant children
subject to a deduction of $0 per month for

them and induce them to accept from the State
of Massachusetts $:! per month, to equalize
their pay of white troops; but they refuse to

the idea of

comprehend

cannot seem to

1'nion of which it is not a part. To add to
their affliction, it would uow be a very difti-

by tlie factional cry of equality for white men
and negroes. To this 1 can only say, if it be

trustees of the

20,1851,

clothing. Maj. Sturgis was recently appointed by Gov. Andrew, of Massachusetts, to visit

they

means—the

now

The Colored Soldiers.

an affection for the system which ha« for years
fostered and fed their political ambition, that

open to them all free of charge. In 1860,
Madame Prehle presented a lot of land to the
were

j

fact,
disposed of somehow; but there is
much disagreement as to the manner. Some,
viewing slavery as the strongest support of
the rebellion, would act upon the common
sense principle of knocking down the chief
prop of the unsightly edifice which we are
seeking to overthrow. Others have so strong
and

must be

cull lass 10 resiorc

for a

He had the whole poor of the

solemn

M'a./i t nytoa.

Washington, Jan. 4.
First Lieut. George Williams, of ihe 11th
Maine regiment, and Capt. W. W.
Mayne, of
the New Hampshire 4th regiment, are gazetted
as absent without leave.
The question of a retaliatory treatment of

the whole that the rebel authorities should
treat with Gen. Butler.

>

-.

from

F. Foster has removed to Xo.
See copartnership notice.

fry™Assistant Paymaster Putnam, who has
home, at Bath, on a short furloug, lelt
for his ship on Friday.
fry xo. 1 Mill of the Laconia Corporation,
Biddeford, having been repaired and received
new machinery, will soon be
put in operation.
fryThc Richmond Whig thinks it best on

But, after, all, the “everlasting negro" is the

PAPERS.

—

been at

nqlde martyrs of the present,
living and dying we each have a per-

a

EVENING

united with Auburn.

allusion to the

The poor negro is

-TO Tax-

fry-Petitions are in circulation in Danville
praying that the town of Danville may be

the heroes of the past and the remote ages
in which they lived and acted, with never an

man.

Bridg-

fry*
new

morning, should endeavor to
elevate our grovelling tastes to his lofty standard of perfection. Hit course of lectures,
were we thus favored, would certainly present
one attraction; 1 am quite sure that they
would always have seats to spare for such as
chose to listen to learned disquisitions upon

in

preaching to and visiting adults

2 Galt Block.

vertiser of this

a

of seven years.

S3T George

tastes dictated so refined an attack upon Miss
Dickinson as that which ornamented the Ad-

in whose

of

BY TELEGRAPH

Sfhil the fourth page—Miscellany.
syr ho gross receipts of the Unitarian levees in Saco w ere
rising $500.

ously I had a foolish notion that such lectures
ought to be upon such subjects as were most
interesting to the public mind. But I sec my
mistake. The degenerate public has a weakness for the display of patriotic feeling, and
this the Mercantile Library Association has
wrongfully indulged. What a pity! Suppose the poor mau, whose outraged classical

Hadley, who labored earnestly
in the establishment of a Sunday school, and
the Rev. Mr.

1

the Adver-

ministering to the spiritual, as well as teinporal wants of the poor. They established a
school to teach girls to sew; they made garments and provided shoes for poor children,
to enable them to attend the Sunday school;
they became teachers in botli schools, and

instruction,

Philadelphia Inquirer, is not worth the paper
it is written on, aud only shows impotent rage
and malignant hatred of its author. We hope
onr Government will stand by General Butler
and give him a chance to treat with these rebels at the point of the bayonet ; he is the man
to bring them to terms, and they know it.
They hate General Butler, aud tremble while
they hate. They have not done with General
Butler yet, and if he don’t wipe out the old
score witii them, we are mistaken in tin* man.

by this morning’s issue, that

I see

chief part of the affliction which calls forth
such a dolorous moan from the Advertiser

care over

fryOu the first page—Industries
Under Which King?
tou;

tiser man feels very badly on account of the
degeneracy of the popular lectures. Previ-

sonal interest.

watched with generous

the

29, 186"..

Dec.

To the Editor of the. 1‘ress:

Unitarian parishes, who assumed the name of
the Chanulng Circle, and devoted themselves
to

soldier in the service of his Government

The proclamation of outlawry says

ladies of the two

Portlaxd,

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

LOST!
liENT’S

FtllGLOVES. The tinder will

Vl’Altt
plea'O leave them at

reache

a

liberal reward.

39

Exchange

street,

and

;an6 d8t*

——————I

MATTERS

ABOUT

City Affair*.

TOWN.

In Board oi Mayor and

Cole’s Eating Saloon.

Some twentyfive or thirty yeans ago Mr. Lorenzo I). Cole
opened a confectionary establishment in Exchange street, in the store now occupied by
J. J. Brown, Esq. as a broker's office, which

public

not sustained.
“Jake” Rolf, took the
was

An order Irom the Board of Common Counin that body, authorizing the committee on Streets. Ac., to contract for all the
materials necessary lor paving the whole of
Commercial Street, and some other streets
leading into it, came up. The Aldermen nonconcurred in the action of tiie other Board,
and voted to refer the order to the committee
ou Streets, Ac.
'I lie Common Council noil-concurred in ibis
action of the Aldunnen, and a committee of
Conference was appointed. The result of the
matter was tlie passing of an order authorizing the committee on Streets, Ac., to purchase
material for paving Commercial Street, and
those portions of Franklin, Moulton. Lime itn l
Union Streets between Fore and Commercial
Streets, whenever they can do so at fair prices.
An ordinance concerning the Receiving
Tomb in Evergreen Cemetery, having had
tw o several readings, passed to be
engrossed.
An order passed, in concurrence, appointing

he, wfith
St., where they did a large business for several years, retailing immense quantities of
liquor.
Iu 184.1 Mr. Cole resolved to abandon the
liquor Sbusiuess entirely, lie took the shop

occupies, No. 47 Exchange St., and
opened a confectionary establishment, banishing liquors from his shop. Afterwards lie
added an eating establishment to it, and lor
twenty years he has been going on in a quiet
way, furnishing good and substantial meals to
his customers, besides the best of confectionary, pastry and fruit. Not a drop of liquor,
not even ale, has been furnished or kept in

he now

a

McGlinchy

of *s40 to Charles Sager, for injury done
his hack, occasioned by the bonlires in the
strec-ts February 22d, 18(53.
Of committee on Fire Department, tiiat
they had purchased a second class steam lire
engine of the Portland Company-for $3,200,
the same to be called Casco No. 5.
Of committee on Streets, Ac., that they had
established the grades of the streets bounded
by the heater on York and Danfortli Streets.
Of same committee, that it is not expedient
to alter the grade of the cross-walk on Myrtle
Street.
Of same committee, that the Street Commissioner hail caused Monument Street to be
graded and repaired.
<irdcrs passed—Authorizing the City Treasurer to hire the sum of $2,000 on a tei in of
time not exceeding one year, the same to be
applied to the payment of the “Moody lot” ou
Congress street; authorizing the City Treasurer to purchase the “Moody lot” on Congress
street for a Ward room and Engine house for
Ward I: authorizing the City Treasurer to
hire $3,200 on a term of time not exceeding
one year, the same to be applied to the
payment of the new steam lire engine; establishthe
ing
grade of Vork^ Danforth and Maple
streets; that the outstanding bills on draius
and sewers lie allowed and paid, and that the
detlciency iu that department, il any, be supplied from the unappropriated balances from
other appropriations; directing the Superintendent of Burials to report at the next meeting of the City Council, the name ol any undertaker who has not complied with the ordinances of the city,
requiring said undertakers
to report within twenty-four hours after inthe
terring
body of any deceased person; to
allow and pay Samuel Kyle $110: XoahEdgecomb $.'505; John Harbour $71; heirs of K.
Harbour $170,50; David Boyd $137.23, the
same having been awarded and allowed them
for damages sustained by widening Hampshire
street: directing the City Marshal to enforce
the ordinance iu telation to clearing the sidewalks from snow and icc : allowing the proprietors of Milk Street Market to pay their
rents quarterly in advance, as prayed for in
their petition ; appointing Aldermen Moody
and Smith, with such as the Common Council
may join, to be a committee to revise the City
Ordinances, and to cause a suitable number of
copies to be printed; authorizing the City
Treasurer to pay Cliatles Sager $40,for injury
done to his carriage ou the 22d of February

From the former we learn

the

1154 0-25.
__

Ocean Insurance Companv.—At the
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Ocean Insurance Company, held yesterday

afternoon, the following geutlcmeu were
unanimously chosen Directors for the ensuing year:—Win. W. Woodbury, Jacob McEellan, Junes U. l’et ley, Thomas K. Jones,
Joseph Hale, Joseph W. Dyer, and William
Chase, the latter in place of Win. Goodenow,
deceased. And at a subsequent meeting of
the Directors Wm. W. Woodbury was chosen
President, and George A. Wright Sectary.
A semi-annual dividend of six per cent was
also declared payable forthwith.
Sabbath School Presentations.—We
learn that the oflicers of the Central Church
Sabbath School were the recipients on Sunday

morning last, of handsome tokens of the love
and good will of the members of their school—
tin? Superintendent receiving Mrs.Browning's
Poems, iu five volumes, handsomely bound,—
liis assistant rccciviug the Sacred Poems of X.
I’. Willis, elegantly bound, aud finely illustrated. Also, that several scholars of the school,
who had complied with certain conditions, received beautiful presents from the school, consisting of handsome copies of the Bible, and
other books of an appropriate character.

accidentally killed while engaged in discharging the cargo of the vessel. An effort is now
being made to get a pension for his mother,
and petitions to that effect are in circulation.
Wc hope they will be signed by all of our citizens. One is left at the Merchants’ Exchange
for signatures.

freight

trains break-

Arrival of the Maine 7tu.—The otigi.
nal members of the 7th Maine Regiment, who

have re-enlisted iu the service, arrived in this
city at noon ycstei day. There were 140 privates and
non-commissioned oflicers and
about a dozen line oflicers, all under charge
of Major Jones. They have a furlough of
Most of the men went
thirty-five days.

Augusta.

America Hose Co. Xo. i.—At the annual
meeting of America Hose Co. Xo. 1, the following officers were elected: Chas E. Chase,
Foreman; Willis W. Gould, Assistant Foreman ; A. D. Xewbold, Clerk.
After the election of officers was completed, the members
of the company presented the foreman, Mr.
Chase, with a splendid tire hat, with appropri-

No, 6, held last evening, the following officers
were elected for the
ensuing year: Chas. II.
Warriuer, First Director; £dward Small,.Second Director; Frank II. Widbcr,Clerk; Joseph Castell, Steward.
Ma< HiooNxis No. 1.—At the annual meeting of Machigoune Steam Fire Engine Company No. 1, the following officers were unani-

mously elected: Samuel It. Leavitt,Foreman;
Samuel Kaud, Clerk; J. \V. C.
Knight, Steward.

Falmouth No. 2.—At a meeting of Fal
miuth Engine Co. No. 2, last
evening, Leon-'

ard Pennell was elected Director and William
Heuncsy, Cleik.

New Firm.—Mr. J. E. Feruald has taken
his son, Mr. A. S. Feruald, iuto business with
will continue the

at the old stand on

furnishing bu iMiddle street, where

may he found a large and haudsomo assortment of cloths, <£ c., which will be made
up in

style;

Look Our.—The City Council last evening
an order
directing the City Marshal
to enforce the ordinance in relation to clearing the sidewalks from snow and ice. The
Marshal and his Deputies will be after those
who neglect to clear their
sidewalks, with a
summons to appear before
Judge Kingsbury.

passed

jgT'Saturday evening next, the Minstrel
Troupe and Brass Band of Duprez A (ireeu
will give an entertainment at Dcering Hall.—
The programme of performances will .he soincUjing different from what we have had in this
line.

Rktuknkig—Capped and Hutchinson, who
escaped from Fort Preble Saturday morning,
returned to the fort on Sunday and surrendthemselves up.

weather

&
an

Co.,

Sunday

The

extreme

cold

drove them to this act.

Messrs H. Packard and O. L. Sanborn
have received from Crosby & Nichols

attractive list of

new

juvenile hooks.

1

of the Chesapeake Pirate*.
St. John, V B., Jan. 4.
The examination of Collins, McKennie and
Seeley, charged with being concerned in the
Chesapeake affair, was commenced before the
Police magistrate tills morning. At the outset the counsel for ihe prisoners look
exception to the form of the warrant, and also contended that the case did not come within the
extradition treaty, the offence having lieen
committed on the high seas and not within
American jurisdiction. The magistrate reserved his decision on these points. Capt.
Willetts’evidence was then taken. He modified his first statement as to the number of
shots tired at him, and said there were two or
three. Otherwise his evidence is substantially the same as his published statement.
The case is adjourned until Wednesday. The
court room was crowded with
spectators, and
there is but little excitement.

The Heather at the South

and

sidewnjk

near

degrees

below zero.
persons have frozen to death.

large installment of the five percent,
treasury notes was sent forward to-day to the
associated banks of New- York, Philadelphia

ami Boston.
These notes were distributed
pro rata to the amount of $20,800,000 to the
cities above named. Nearly $9,000,000 more
are packed ready for
transportation, and a
large additional amount w ill go to the banks
tomorrow.
There has been a total misapprehension in
cerlaiu quarters as to the recent arrangement
for the negotiation of $33,000,000 through
tlie sub-agencies and the National Bank. The
$•>0,000,000 taken by the associated banks
were llrst to be delivered to them.
No commission was paid for placing them in either

Itamaye

tn

the

ha ryes

steamer

Baltimore

t orn

Clothiug

repairs.
Maj. Gen. Butler has issued an order dishonorably discharging from the service Lieut.
Col. Martin and 2d Lieut. Day, both ot the
1st lT. 8. colored troops, for intoxication aud
conduct unliecoming officers of the United
States, subject to the approval of the President.

.\urfulk, Jan.

steamers from domestic ports is 2g:jti.

j

eloquent speech

of this

gentleman

delivered last year iu the City Hall will be
sure to hear him on this occasion.

Portland, Me.,

in a course of independent
lie state of tlic country. The
General could not accept as he does not know
at what moment lie may receive orders from
the War Department. But if his orders, when
received, render it possible for him to lecture
in Maine lie will do >o. Gen. Sickles was also
wailed upon, hut his departure for
Washington will prevent his visiting Portland.

lectures

oil

t

Jan.

Meehaiiies'
N. A.

Foster,

Mr*

Humphrey,

Course,

Jau. 4.

Annual Levee in aid
Large, will be held at

of

THE

palsy

NEW aOODN !

at

DRESS

Cotton and Wool Domestics!
Flannels;

Corner

DOUGLASS,
Thursday, Jan. 21, 1864.

Hon.

GEO. THOMPSON, London,
Second week in February,lSd4.

Eng.

Correspondence

is

going

on

with Hon. Daniel S.

!

New

Gold,... j

!

of TeuiH *«4?e. and lion.
from Maryland.

Keverdy

John-on. Senator

Tickets for tho Course,.*1.25
Single Tickets, .25 cts
Sale limited to the capacity of the Hall. To be
had at the bookstores, hotel*, and other usual places
Horatio Stsbuix*.
\
Committee
Jacob
Bekj.

dec22

dccJ9 oodbdfcwfiir

the city of Portland several small KEYS on a
ring, fue tinder will please forward them by express to the subscriber at Harrison, and shall be rea(i EO. PEIRCE.
sonably paid.
jau4 d4w

IN

of
McLrllax,
[
Kinusmury, Ja., j Arrangements.

"CHIIDRMX CRY FOR THEM:SOLD BY II. If. H AY , DIU LLIST,
dccSO-eodSw*
Portland.

Clapp's Block,Boom No. •»

1

mestics, Ac
examine.
decl9 dtf

3000

WOODS, 21 Free Street.
NOTICE.

Tuunk R. w. Co., I
PottTLAHD, January 1, 1864. »
milE Interest, due this day. on the Deferred Rent
X Scrip issued to the shareholders ot the Atlantic
k St. Lawrence Railroad Company, will be
paid at
Office Gravi>

this office on and after this date.
The stockholders who have not received their
scrip, are particularly requested to call ami take it.
C G AS. K. BARRETT,
jan‘2 eodis&w2w
for G. T. R. W. Co. •

Dissolution.

rpilE
partnership heretofore existing
X subscribers, under the name of

between the
Staples & Chamberlain, is this dav dissolved by mutual consent.
Parties owing the late firm are requested to make
immediate payment, and those having demands
against them w ill please present them lor payment
CYRUS STAPLES,
ABIA

I*. & F. A.
will leave

Havana
WJf.

decSO

Oranges,

cdlw

ALLEN, Jr.,

Nos. 13 A

16 Exchange Street.

0.\B

Of IHB UKKATRST CURBS onRMCORD.
JlH.UiJCiBm-flMr
Madam:—Thinking a
•titeuuut of my ew may bo of aorriao to ntkarl
similarly afflicted, I hasten to give it to yoa.
This is bricky my case—I was taken sick about II
months ago with the Liver Complaint la a
very bod
form. I applied to fonr different physicians, bat received no henekt antil I called oa yaa. At that lima
| I had giveo np business, aad was la a vary bod state,
j but after taking yonr medicine for n abort Urn# I be-

I

SAP OJST X F IE R ,

CHAMBERLAIN,

janl lw*

Railroad.

(.lark Street and Grand
J Depot evury twenty-five minutes.
C1AKS
First Car leaves Clark

Trunk

street at 7 15 A, M aud
Grand Trunk Depot at 7.40 A M.
Last Car leaves Clark street at 0.23. P. M. and
Gruud Truuk Depot at 9.50 P. M.
J. J. GERKIBii, Supt.

Portland. Dec. 31,1563.

d2w

Copartnership Notice.
thiaday admittid AM08 L. M1LLE1T
1 as an equal partner in my Grocery business.
Iiereafter the business will be conducted under the
style aud name of WILSON k MILLETT, at the
old staud, 372 Cougress street.
WILLIAM L. WILSON,
Portland, Jan. 1,1864.
jau2-lwteodtf

!
j

gun to recover, and in two months I waa eatiraiy
well, and had gained several posada of Ieoh, aad
can truly say that by yonr skill 1 am a
perfoctlyisaal-

thy man
Joenra Da via.
Button 1 Maine Depot. Portland, Me.

LYE.

Xl\g DA YS OX11 .'

31, 1*08.

UOWELL A MORRILL.

OK CONCENTRATED

jan4-dlw +

Dec.

selling

Received direct fnorn Cuba—for sale by

COST,

ilomu'ts. Hat,, Silk,, Velvets, Luce,. Ribbon.,
Feathers, Flowers, and all kinds ut Millinary Goods, at

MRS.

.,

__

of Dress iioods. Dovery cheap lor cash. Call aud

assortment

HAVANA ORANGES.

Coimrlun'ship Notice*

t oil

\

I

rilllE undersigned have this day formed a Co-partX
nerahip under the style ot Morris, Green k
Sawyer, for the transaction of a general Grocery
business, at !*J Commercial street.
1 HARRIS,
C
CYRUS GREEN,
I iCA.N K l.N SAWYER,
Portland, Jan. 1, 1864
dlw

SELLING OFF AT

1

OOODS,

Dissolution of Copartnership.
rililK Co-partnership heretofore existing between
I- the subscriben* under the style ol Phinney
Geeue & Co., is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
CYKU8 (iKKEN,
C. J. MolLRlS
Portland, Jan. 1. 1564.

T HAVE

Van Deusen’s Worm Confections.

No. 11

of the aflUotad. Mrs. Maaconsulted at

CASE OF SPIXAL DISEASE CVEED.
This is to certify that 1 went to sae Mrs. *»—t*irr
ter last March with a daughterof tales troubled with
SIVYER &
Spinal disease, for which she had boon doctored far
General Commission Merchants,
five years, and by a number ol
physicians or all
FOE Til* PURCHASE OPkinds; aud she lias had twenty-ons ■ppiCfaC'-viT ol
electricity applied, but all to so effect; bat she ooaFLOUR, GRAIN A PROVISIONS,
ttnsally grew worse. I earns to the eoaolaatoa, as
the last resort, ta go aad see Mrs. Manchester, aad
FOR EASTERN MARKETS.
did so; and to my great surprise she told ma the first
53 ILSOInJ 121 111! STREETS,
cause of the disease, and bow aha had been from
to time, which encouraged me to try her ~rViiun
MILWAUKEE.Wisconsin.
I I did so, and now my daughter la able to bo around
C. If SIVYER.
W. R. l». UASCOTMC.
the house all ot the time. She also rides tea or fif-Refer by permission toteen miles without nay tronbla or
--—n.iafi
Lester Sexton.J. 11. Durand k Co J. A. Benedict 1 I think in n short time she will ho
restored to periapt
k Co., Wisconsin Insurance Co. Bauk. Miiicaulee
health. Since
W. K. Muir, Detroit. John Portcou.*, Portland.
I hare heard of a my daughter has bean distal lug. 1
jnnldim
gnat many eases that Bn. Maaohca
ter has cured. I think if nay person deserves
pal*
rimage it ia the one whotrisa to preserve the health
Lx ow is
line
of the sick and suffering; and 1 know
aha uses
TO BUY
DRY
GOODS CHEAP!
every efibrt which lisa ia bar power to benefit her
P»u«®uSabab L. Exiobto,
A NEW LOT OF
Uaoeaa Katunra,
Aaby E. Kaiaara,
DREISS
Ebba Kbiobts.
Brunswick, Maine, August lit.
received—selling for S8| eta.—worth 60 eta.—

JUST
andageueial

UrUKRE you may Lave not only <» choice of the
y y
b<*t iuvtitu ioc>. Im* u choice ol the carton*

w. D. LITTLE, Agent.

chaster may be

A

\our

MAY BE OBTAINED AT

aye during the life of the person insured. Pol cies
lor the benefit of irires and children, bevoud the
reach of creditor*, or Policies for the benefit ,./ endorsers or other creditor*. Any of these adv autagi s
tnay be s 'cured.
All needful information cheerfully given, and the
operation of the different system* explained, on application at this Agency.

j

—

Rev. ROBERT COLLYER, of Chicago.
February 4tb, 1S64.

Dickinson, of New York; Theodore Tilton, of the
York Independent; Rev. Robert Collycr. ol
Chicago; lion. Andrew Johnson, Military Governor

iny policy—large dividend* or no dividends—anuuat dividends or triennial div idends—
<iunrttrhj or
semi-annual payments, ur
paj incuts alt ut one time
—Annuity Policies, or Policies payable at any gicen

oommeaded to the notice

Pier.

GASCOYNE,

FHED’K

34
9 ;

If von want tho eke ape at plan, or the
half
note and hah cash pIan—the mutual or the
joint
stock- system—the / n near payments or non /orbit-

Portland
dec24-isdtf

BRONSON, of New York,
Thursday, Jan. 14,1864.

Tennc**ee 9'*.
68
United State* one year certificate* new_...... 98

systems.

MANCHESTER

constantly receiving unsolicited‘rrnhli ol
the astonishing curts performed
by bar. Among
many reoently received are the following, wMah are

HARRIS BROTHERS.

ORESTES A.

18*

Office •••31 Ext-lmnge Street.

MRS.

Commercial Street,

lecture will be delivered by

WENDELL PHILLIPS, Esq.,
Third week in Feb. 1864.

ESTABLISHED IN 1843.

XT.

CARROLL’S NEW BLOCK,
the

57
220
91-

Agency!

MORE TESTIHONIAIA!

Mats*.

R E MO VA

REV. DR. THOMPSON, of New York,
Thursday, Jan. 7,1864.

Erie.;;;iogi

Tlio Old

vijor

Is

tieo. F. Talbot.
The iticotne of the scries will be devoted to
United State.* Sanitary Commission.

Erie preferred,.. .1^13!
Michigan Central.
129
Uud*ou.
1341
Reading.
u^'

IiiMurance,

LADIES

The Subscribers have removed to

ReuselaerCram,
31. A. Blauchard,
Geo. R. Davis,

Geo. W. Woodman,
N. A. wuster,

PORTLAND,

dec4 dtf

B16otrlolty

Who have cold hands and that; weak
stomachs
lame aud weak backs; nervous mad sick headache
;
dizziness and swimming iu the head, with indices] tiou and constipation of the bowela; pain la thadde
and back; leccorrhma, (or whites); ana, ef
the
womb with internal cancers; tomon. poly dm. and
all
that long train os diseases will lad la
|
; ity a sure means of curs. For painful meaatraattoa
too prbfuse menstruation, and all of thorn long Hue
of troubles with young indies.
aertain
Electricity is n —A-—
l specific, and will, ia a short time,
restore the
to the
of health.
xr Ir kart on Kltctro-Ckrmical fsaoraiaa tor
extracting Mineral Poison from the system, sack as
Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, he. Hundreds who
are troubled with stiff Joints, weak
hacks, aad tattoos otherdifficulties, the direct cause of
whiah. ia
nine eases out of ten, is the effi-ct of poisonous drugs,
can be restored to uztnral strength and rigor by the
^
nee of from fire to eight Baths
Office hoars from S o'oloek A. M. to 1 r.
U
*
Q; and7 to 8 r. a.
Consultation Free.
Jy]4 laodt

FEUCHTWAMGER & ZUNDER,

Woodbury Davis,

Edward Fox,
Josiab II. Drummond,

STREET,

INBAB THE POST OFFICE.)

James T. McCobb,
T. C. Horsey.
Wm. W. Thomas,
John-T. Gilman,

Wm. Willis,
Byron Gretnough,

BLOCK),

No. 81 MIDDLE

Samuel E. Spring—
John B. Brown,

Oliver Gerrish,
St. John Smith,
Ebeu Steele,
Nathan Webb,

Me

NEW DRY GOODS STORE !
(FOX

By

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame tad the last
leap with Jog. aud move with the agility tad elaaUaI ity ol
youth; the heated brain ia cooled; tho frontj bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities ro] moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakama la
strength: the blind made to see, the deaf to hear sad
the ptlsied form to move upright; the *-*—*-*— at
youth are obliterated; the oecsahstfa of maters Ufa
: prevented; the calamities ot old ago obviated
and
an active circulation maintained.

‘TTsrtlls

Don't forget to look at them if yon want to
them in great variety, at the Middle street

Israel Washburn, Jr.,
Horatio Stebbius,

Beuj. Kingsbury, Jr.,

better.
Chicago A Rock I*land.125
Cumberland Coal Company preferred. 49
Cleveland & Toledo.121
Pittsburg. Fort Wayne aud Chicago..!.!!! 83’
Cleveland A Pittsburg. 109i
Illinois Central *crip,.".119^
Michigan Southeru,.
8G*

IN ALL ITS FORMS.

Linen., Toweling., Linen
and tine Merino Ladlin'

Balmorals, Balmorals, Balmorals!

HALL,

CITY

Jacob McLellan,
John I.ynch,

Naw York, Jan. 4.
Board.—Stocks irregular uuo generally
3

“BE SI RE YOU ARE RIGHT."

of Table

Cambric HandkerchiefBlack tioee Ju.t received

Country,

by distinguished gentlemen from diIf.-rent part s of
the country, on the great absorbing theme of
daily
life aud thought—The Nation:—under the
auspices
of the following named citizens:

Stock Market.

....

Cloths

FOR BOYS'AND MEN'S WEAR.

Large varieties

delivered in

The next

6'«.i

Lot of Bed Blankets;

—

4 RRANGEMEXTS have been perfected for a
iV series of eight or ten popular addresses to be

Liverpool—more active; Flour 9d;
for w heat in bulk aud *hip’a bag*

Quicksilver Mining Co..

a

Satinet*, Cassinieres,

u. S. SANITARY COMMISSION.

Coffee—inactive.
Molasse*—dull

Canton Company.
Miteouri

GOODS!

IK All) or TUB

93; State 92 (a1 931-

Harlem.!!!*..'!*.'..*!!!

complaints.

Just in, a lot of Cloths and Beavers for Cloaks,
which are sold by tbe yard, cut and made up into
the most fashionable styles, at the lotrtst Hynres.

LECTUBES !

NEW

one

not'

York.

Milwaukie A Prairie DuChicu,.
Pacific Mail.'

{[uarantee

their

people
place

COIRS!)

State of the

Street,

rush to

next April.
Dr. D has been a practical Electrician for
twentyyears, and it also n regular graduated ahvaietaa
of Portland and vicinity
Why nhould the
Electricity ia perfectly adapted to ehroaie ■“—wit
not trade at a
where they can buy aa cheat
in the form of nervont or tick headache; nauralrla
as in New York or Boston, and where they can
iu the head, neck.or extremities;
purconaumpttaa was
chase DRY GOOD.S on the most reasonable terms ?
in the acute stages or where the lungs are
Ally
Those who have given them a trial
come ! involved; acute or chronic rheumatism scrotaln kin
usually
back again and remain standing customers,
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, earratam
thereby
ot the spine, contracted asaeelee, distorted saps—
showing conclusively that a fair and honorable
treatment is by them highly appreciated.
!
or paralysis, Bt. Vitas' Danes,
dwfaces, stammering or hesitancy of speech, d'
tion, constipation and liver com]
i every case that can be present*
tis. strictures of the chest, and ail forms of

janl dtd

-oar tux

a

WOULD

Received from New York daily.

Ministry

Electrician,

CORXXR OFCOXORESS AXD ECU
STREETS,
respectfully announce to the ciUsena ol
Portland and viciulty, that be has been In this
city four months. During that time we have tresfSe
a large number of patients with
woaderfhl saoeaaa
aud curing persons in such a short
space of N— that
I the iiuestion is often asked do
they
stay cared To
this iiuestion we will sty that all that do not
stay
cured we will doctor the second time for nothing
This, with tltesuccess we have met with. Is a ears
that our services are appreciated. Thereore, lest patients should delay coaler for four wo
shall not stay long enough to give the test wo wtH
h TO say that we shall stay in this city at least until
!

7} o'clock.

L\DEl>K\Di:.\T

Office,

NEW DRY GOODS STORE.

Ball I

the

DEHWVC1,

No. 11 Clapp's Block,

Stilt keep np

City Hall,
at

IVtedical

Mittens.

and

No. 81 Middle

Tin**<l;ty Evcninic, January 3 Hi.
Dancing to commeucc
Tickets 2o cents.

DR.W.N.

(FOX BLOCK)

LEVEE!

ZNrew

Gloves

Near the Post

Ticket* to the Coarse, $8 50; first half, #1 76; Single Tickets, 75cls; Gallery Tickets, 26 cts.
Music by (. HASI>LEH'S QUADRILLE BAUD.
Dauciug to commence at 8 o'clock.
janl

*

JOHN C. rKOCTOK,
Lime Street.

TO THE AFFLICTED I

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,

Hall,

Temple
8emuel

Hats;

“It is easier to pay a small price than a
large one.”

jan2

McCarthy.

con atry roe** 5 50 & 7 Oo;
prime 3 50
5 0 •: K -packed Chicago 10 00
14 00; prime me**
23 00 fv 25 00.
Fork—very firm ine«s 18 60 >jg| 19 59 for old; 21 00
for new prime 14 50 £ 16 00 for old arid new;
prime
mens 11 5o a, 12 25.

Life

Buck

FOOO,

lot of

a new

decl2-4wedl.

Novelty

PosRMalon *
mi*mm

HOI

REPAIRED.

Boys’ Skating Caps;

Camp Berry Brass Babi> will be in attendance
during the Course.
Max aueks—Mr. J. II. Barberick, Mr. J. B. Racklyft. Mr. W II. Phillip-, Mr. G. H. True, Mr. M.

Beef—steady;

American

French Otter

Commencing TUESDAY EVENING, January 6th,
1864. aud continuing every Tuesday Evening following, closing with a

a

Second

Now open

Manager* of the Union Assemblies beg
to returti their sincere thank* for
past
J£w
would anuouucc that, at the refavors,
/^| uuest oland
many tiieud*. they will give another
ft
Sx: JlM’nnrx. nl $J.\ ASSEMBLIES at

WiatcrnThippiug

to

AND

Cloth Hats, for Goat’s Wear;

The

Grand

to

SK end Lot corner of Congreee ned
• recta,
recently occupied by Mr.
Chadwick. Imiuireof

8 o'clock.

Lancnstor

printing office.

d««2»‘f

t \IO.Y ASSEMBLIES.

82 for middling upland*.
Flour—State ana We*tern firmer;
Superfine State
6 30 &G60; Extra do 6 75
(a 6 85; choice do G 90
OS 7 (MJ; Round Hoop Ohio 7 40 «; 7 70; choice do
7 75 t& 9 50; Superfine Wect.ru G3j a. 7 Go; Southeru
quiet and firm: Mixed to good 7 95 (a 8 15: Fancy
and extra 9 2ii & 10 75: Canada firmer; Common
Extra G 95 ^ 6 80; Extra G 85 & 8 90.
Wheat—firmer; Chicago Spring 1 45 o' \ 48; Miluaulcie Club I 4GJ ® 1 60; Winter Red Western 1 53
@ 1 58; Amber Milwaukee 1 60 % 1 521.
1 29 & 1 3o
Corn—quiet; Mixed
new Yellow Jersey and Southern
124^

3jd@ 3*d

EXCHANGED, ALTERED

8160.

MUSIC BY CHANDLER.

now

as a

January. Apply

For Sale or to Let.

Furs Made to Order;

Hall.

Wm. E. Smith,
S- A. Nash,
1*. Reed,
Frank Hanson.
Mis. Carle.

For the

Xete York Market.
Nkw York, Jau. 4.
Cotton—Arm with better demand; salcHutfcl- a)

.Freight*

Stephen Bern

1st of

d*ca,dl1_Bl&fJ.

VBfcfi arl> ;

J.J. Gilbert,
Thoa. 1*. Beals,
John Oldall,
John Curtis,

The quota of
is
tliau lull, and men continue to come in
in greater numbers than at
any time before.

Graiu

room* over

7, 1864,

Aud of

/Jinaater.

Canada 91
94.

To Let.
the atrre of the anbecrihor corner
ot Fore and
T1IF.
Exchange streets,
occupied by

Ladies’ Fur Gloves!

Thoh. F. Cummikcs,

Bi.

M. A.

roe

Maehingtou atreet,

on

riTIlE lower part of houae aitaated on Lincoln
8»„
,oot
Smith, containing six rooms. Apply at
the prcmlaee.
deettfilw

Tickets may be bad of the Committee of Arrange-

Lockpoijt, N. Y., Jan. 4.
troops lor Niagara County

>i

great varietj.

LADIES’ SKATIAG CAPS!

ments

Philadelphia, Jan. 4.
The Mozart regiment has not arrived. It is
probably detained by ice in the Susquehanna.
Snow has been falliug here since noon.

Oat*—quiet:

I'IRS !

LADIES’ FUR HOODS!

SIX

of

on the corner of
atreet*, forty-two
end ninety-aeren
I"*' o« Monroe atreet
Price one thousand
dollars. fay menu to .uit the purchever
A pelt at
130 Spring atreet.
dee*8 fWl..

gill
■ilk feet

““

To be Let.

-AT-

Detention of Soldiers.

W eaters 93

series

a

For Sale.
Houae and Lot of Land,
,_A
We.hiugton end Man

CHILDREN’S

Spiritual Associat’n.

Thursday Evening,

Mass Jan. 4. i
via Hyaunis.
j
A schooner, name unknown, is in the
ltips,
near Muskget, rolling
heavily. It is a bad
situation. No one has come from her yet.

nature;

at

commence

Jau4-MW&Etf

rPHI8 Association will give
A LEVEES, commencing on

Collars aud .Muirs!

-WITH-

%

Portland

resulted in the triumph of
the I'nion ticket over the disloyal. This is
considered quite a triumph by the loyal membets of the Institution.

more

Cape*,

-BY-

The annual election of the Baltimore Corn

The It raft in Xete

lo

FOR SALE & TO LET

Fitch and River Sable!

SOCIAL LEVEES

Ejrchanyr.

Nantecket,

Siberian Squirrel !

In

A number of

Notice.

of

Patterson will deliver the
next lecture before tbe
Merchantile Library
Association, Wednesday evening. Those wbc

Dauciog

™HBVMM. J... Collector.

dec 18 d8w

American Sables!

H. D. PAGE

free.

checked

Three piece* Woolen Cloth.
One rhou*kud Clear*.
Five Hbla. Sugar.
Seven KM*. Molnasea.
Three Watchp*

Hudson Bay Sable*!

HALL,

8 o'clock.

Hatjarday.^January

l^liddle Street.

Musio by Chandler’s Quadrille Band.

Exchange to-day

Marine

136

HODGKINS,
H*. PHILLIPS,

C.

H. A.

\orl hue*!.

Baltimore,

SHAW’S!

e'dW.

C. H. RICH,
C. O. HINDLE,
S. S. HANNAKOKD,

Cash,

Assemblies

of Four

course

Single Tickets,.I75
"
lor the Gallery,.26
To be obtained of the Managers and at the door.
M A N A G K R S :

Fort Uib.au—liefeat of the Rebel*.
Leavenworth, Jail. 4.
Advices from the South say Might occurred
on the 18th
near Fort (iibson, in (,'herokec
County, between 1000 relicts under t^uantrell,
and Col. I’hillips, of the Indian brigade. The
tight lasted several hours, aud resulted in the
defeat of the rebels, who scattered in all
directions leaving 50 killed aud wounded oil
the Held. Our loss is small.

Metropolis-Itis-

from the Seretee—Trials before the
Military Commission at Xorfolk.
Foktueks MoxitoE, Jan. 3.
Steamer Western Metropolis, from Newport
for New Orleans, put into Hampton Hoads for

second

COMMENCING ON WEDNESDAY EVENING,
January ilth, and continuing every Wednesday Evening.
Ticket*for the Course.$2.50

at

case.

FRO.W FORTREH MONJtOK.

a

£9**Dancing to commence at
right

for

Forfeited Goods.

COLLECTOR'* Omt'l,
*
...
District
of Portland and Falmouth (
Portland. Dec. 17 1863
rtnit following described uierchendlre
hevinr
A been forfeited lor violation of the Karonuf
Lave* of the United State*,
public notice ot laid
semire* haring been
given, and no claim to raid
good* having been made,
they will be aold at nubile auction at the Old ( u-tom
llouae, at thia non on
ninth. 18b4, at eleven o'clock

A T

AT MECHANICS’ HALL,

the Canal Bank about lialf-

tty Professor

heard the

Olioap
ill give

Sale of

—FOB SAL*—

Of’EAN ENGINE GO. No. 4

Baltimore, Jun. 4.
Snow bus been falling here since 10 o'clock
this morning.
Mh.wai kke, Wis., .Tan. 3.
The weather for the 48 hours all over the
Northwest lias been the coldest known for
many years, the thermometer ranging from

30 to 45

C O ODS!

ASSEMBLIES!
\\

Auoriarasr

MISCELLANEOUS.

Company’s FUR

Ocean Engine

Examination

mine annual meeting ot the Stockholders of the
Meeting of the Vennegleantm Legislature.
X Machias Water Power and Mill Company will
Hauuisiu no, Pa., Jan. 4.'
I he held at the luited States Hotel, in Portland, on
Tlic absence of Senator White, now a pris- j Wednesday, the 27th day ol Janiiar> inst., at 3J o‘pa-t nine o'clock last evening fust asleep. He
! clock r. it., for the choice of a Board of Director*
oner ;vt
was banded to the
police ollicers who took : it will beRichmond, leaves the Senate a tie vote. i for the ensuii g year, and such other Officer*
a* the
claimed that in this case the exlstcare of him and returned him to
|
By-laws of the Company require; and for the transhis lodging*.
ing officers of the Senate are entitled to re- j action of such other business as ghull legally come
|
The name of the lad is
ION A t IU8 is UH.KNT, Clerk.
Deetiug. His fath- j tain their positions until successors arc elect- before them.
er is supposed to be iu the rebel
Alachias, January 1, 18G4.
ed. If the Democrats concede this, which is
dei3l eudis2w
service at
not probable, the Senate will
immeMobile, and bis mother abandoned him to
organize
join I dlately. If not the contest will he
Itcmovtil.
prolonged.
her husband.
A kind woman tool;
Me KENNEY & CO., have removed to Carcharge ul
The Democratic caucus of the House has
If
J» roll’s new block, Com me real street, head of
hint and he has been laying up a little
money I nominated Gyi us Perching of Cumbria as
Portland Pier.
iu selling papers. He works so hard that at ! Speaker. A caucus of Senators nominated
Portland, Jau. 1, 1804.
dlw*
llerscUer
of
Climer
Berks
of
the
if
he
Speaker
to
sit
night,
happens
down, as was the
Senate. The National Union Senators’ cauFOtllltl.
case last night, he
immediately falls asleep.— cus lias nominated Jolin'T. Perry of AlleSMALL WALLET, containing a small sum of
He is a bright little fellow and should he takghany lor Speaker of the Sehatc. The Na\ money, which
the owner can have by calling at
tional
I
No.
niun
351
members
en care of.
of tlic House nominatConjure** street, and paying for this advertisement.
ed Henry <> Johnson of Crawford for
jan2dlw
Speaker
of the House,
Union Assemblies.—The tlrst dance ol
lie was formerly Attorney
Lost.
General for New Mexico.
the 3d scries of Union Assemblies, will come
A BLACK THREAD LACE VEIL, on Wodmaoil' this cveniug at Lancaster Hull. It wil
aV day. Dec. 30. on High or Danforth street. The
(Jem. Mntgher ami Aieltles It,, line to
tinder will lie suitably rewarded on
hecleaving it at
open by a grand promenade march to music
tare in Portion,t.
Miss M. L. HALL’S store, Middle street.
by the entire Cantp Berry Baud. Thera will
jau4 dlw
New York, Jan. 4.
be liltcen dances, Chandler
A committee waited upon Maj. Gen. T. F.
furnishing the muLOHl.
Meagher, inviting him to address the people
sic and prompting.
the

ENTERTAINMENTS.

other local leaders with detachments, numbering all told OOOO or 7000 men, are near
Woodstock and Mount Jackson, ami make an
occasional dash as far north as Winchester.
The latest indications point to the Moorefield
Valley, if not west of the mountains, as their
scene of operations.
Certainly they have not
as yet appeared in sight of the Baltimore A
Ohio Railroad, the trains ftt which are running regularly with large quantities of freight
and many passengers. The hest evidence of
ollicial confidence in the security of the route
is the sending of important detachments
j
over it.

ami

A little fellow about eight years old,
who sells evening papers, was picked
up ou

Shenantloalt

A

New York, Jan. 4.
Found.—One uight hist week, a
Mayor Gunllier assumed the duties of his
man who was a little set
up with liquor came
oilier to-day.
It appears liy his
message,
across private watchman
Emery, in Temple which is quite lengthy, that the city debt is
street and compelled to him that he had lost
from
the fact, as stated iti
£20,000,000, arising
his address, that the system of local governhis pocket-book
containiug *135 in green- I| inent is
in
that
lacking
simplicity so necessary
backs, and ollored him *lo if he would hunt i to economy
and efficiency. The sub-division
for it. Mr. Emery told him that his time was
of fuuctious and want of
responsibility lias
led to
taken up in watching private
buildings and offices. extravagance and multiplication of
advised tbe man to sec some of the police j
On tlic retiring of Ex-Mayor Opdyke at
olilcers about it. The man started
oil', hut neon to-day, he was escorted by a committee
had not got a great distance when lie uttered
prominent citizens with a baud of music
| of
; to a neighboring hotel, w here an address was
a shout and threw himself
upon the sidewalk,
delivered and festivities indulged in.
exclaiming, “Eve got it.’’ Sure enough there iI
it is stated that tile Stonington line of
was his pocket-book on tire
sidewalk, w here it steamers have J>een purchased by merchants
of tiiis city and Boston.
had dropped from the pocket of his overcoat
The total number of foreign arrivals at this
which lie-had been carrying on ids arm. The
port during last year, as reported by Capt.
money was all safe and the man went on his
Hall, of tiie ship news agency of the Associ#
way rejoicing.
ated Press, is 4T.VS, and the total number of
Lost

in the

I'ailnf.

gerated. Fitz Hugh Lee’s cavalry, perhaps
1000 strong, supported by Karly's
three
meagre brigades on foot, with Iraboden and

—

davidbon Exgink Co. No. 0.—At the annual meeting of Davidson Engine Company

ered

illness.

j

ate remarks.

the best

naa atim.a

i.—The Military Commission, of which Gen. Wistar is President, lias
bccu in session during the past week.
The
grade of the sidewalk on Hrackett street; of
case of J. M. Hunt, late Superintendent of
H. J. Holland to be appoiuted Engineer of
vessels at Fortress Mou(pc, is under trial
one of the steam Ore Engines; of C. II.
and exceedingly interesting.
Among the
IJowker and fourteen others to be attached, as
points elicited is the payment ol *3,000 in
a company to the steam Ore
to
be
loEngine
fees to Senator Hale, by Hunt, to obtain his
cated ou Hrackett street; of Charles Cobb to
release from the old Capital prison.
be appoiuted Engineer of oue ol the steam j
To-day Capt. Coan, of the steamer Jno. A.
fire Engines.
Warner, testified that the boat was worth*05,Adjourned to Monday, January 18, at 7 1-2 OK) when she llrst went into Government
o’clock.
service; that at the rales of her charter, she
had earned $173,500 up to date; that the
Railway Traffic.—The receipts on the
Government had supplied her with coal; that
Crand Trunk Railway for the week
ending her average ruuning expenses were from $1,Dec. 20, were
$100,085.00 000 to $1,200 per mouth, which were defrayed
Corresponding week last year,
'.<0,708.40 by goods sold on board and by the profits'on
meals and berths, and that she belonged to
Increase,
$0,287.17 the Delaware Liver Steamboat Co., of which
John Price Witherell, of Philadelphia, was
There was a decrease during the above
President, and Andrew Mandereon, Wm. Alweek of $<543.10 iu passengers, and an increase
len, Willet Paxton aud Samuel Harlan, Jr.,
of $0,0:50.27 in freight.
are Directors.
The total receipts from July 1st, to
Capt Cone swore that iter first charter was
made witli John Tucker, late 1st Assistant
Dec. 20, were
$2,272,142.84 Secretary of War, and the second with
QuarSame period last year,
termaster General Meigs. The prosecution
2,088,000.11
has overhauled other fat jobs in the steamboat
Increase,
$183,170.73 line. As the evidence stands thus far it apThere was an increase during this period of
pears as if there had been a ring of contrac$183,003.05in passengers,and 110,78infreight. i tors interlocking w ith the one at Baltimore
with which Beiger was connected.
The number of passengers carried from
Steamer West End, an old boat, was offered
I
to
Dec.
was
July 1,
20,
515,137, being an in- in New York at *55,090, but was chartered to
crease of 71,130 over the number carried durthe government from March, 1802, to < >ctober,
at $20,500 per annum.
ing the same time last year. The number ol 1S03,
tons of freight carried iu that time was 351,
Installation ©/' Mayor Gunther
Various
368, an increase of 32,304 tons from last year.
Items,

ing down. As soon as the track could be
cleared the train proceeded; but at Milau
another detention was caused by the breaking of an axle of the tender. The train did
not arrive here until about 4 o’clock—two
hours behind lime.

ness

iuaiuicutuM

Gens. Cutler and Burnside have arrived
here. Gen. Butler comes to arrauge some
plan for compelling the rebel authorities to
consent to au exchange of prisoners.
The Government lias the largo treasury
notes ready to pay off the
$59,900,000 borrowed of associated banks.
Mr. Chase is confined to his house to-day by

gin to be appointed Engineer of steam lire
engine Cumberland; of Lewis B. Smith et als
in favor of petition of Allred Wiggiu; of M.
A. l’lummer for remuneration for damages to
her property, caused by alteration of tiie

Detention.—The passenger train from
Island Pond to this city was detained yesterday at Stratford Hollow in consequence of a
lumber ear on one of the

ui.

morning.

—

capture of Schoonei Archer from the Tacony
pirates last summer, Mr. Daniel Gould was

They

*

times ami much injured. Her officers and men
stood to their guns until the rebels retreated.
She had her foremast cut and 12 shots are in
her hull and one between wind and water.
One 30-pound shell lodged in the steerage but
diil not explode, which shows that the rebels
had something more than Held pieces. The
enemy's guns were brought away by au expedition from the three vessels.
The Department has also received Information of the rapture of the Mexican schooner
Naton Del Nilo off Padee Island, Texas, in
Dec., by the 17.S. steamer New London. She
had neither log book nor papers. Her cargo
eousisted of coffee, sugar, codfish, wine and
percussion caps.
Dispatches from Mr. Pruyu, the American
Minister at Japan, announce that the Japanese
government lias agreed to pay the
claim for damages,*4000, for intercepting the
American steamer Pembroke last year. This
augers a goad understanding with Japan.
It commenced snowing here at 9.30 this

last.
Petition? presented and referred
Ol R.
D. Ilice, President of the 1’ouland and Keuuebee Railroad, for permission to build a
bridge on Danforth street and to so modify
the grade of said street as to accommodate
said Railroad Co. in their change of location
of said road; of occupants of Milk Street
Market that they may be allowed to pay their
rents quarterly, in advance, instead of
yearly,
as they have done heretolore: of Alfred
Wig

It will be recollected that after the

him.

and Councilman Hamlin,
and True were appointed said

to

numlier of

to

At 0.23 the Pawnee opened tire on the enemy's
batteiies from her 100-pounder rifle gun. At
10 o'clock the C. P. Williams, on hearing the
bring, slipped her cable and came down Folly
river and opened lire. The rapid lire from the
three vessels soon caused the enemy to retreat.
At 7.30 the rebels had retreated in disorder,
leaving two guns in the batteies. The Pawnee then proceeded oil the
I.egjroville. Soon
after this Gen. Gordon,commanding the troops
on the south end of Folly Island, came up and
said if the Pawnee would cover the advance
lie wVmld send an infantry force to bring otf
the guns; the forte was accordingly sent.
Everything denoted that the enemy retreated

ment

trips made since the
road, October l:Jth to January
1 was 2(447; miles traveled, 10,047; number
of passengers carried. 70,744; average number per trip, 21 85-100; average per day,

through

information in relation to the attack upon the
gunboat Marblehead in Mono Inlet on Christinas morning, by which liobSrt
Brown, Lorenzo Shaw and James
Phillips were killed, and
Charles Moor, Alex. Ruderson, John Hacket
and Charles Sumner were wounded. Coin.
Balcli, pi the Pawnee, says, at 0.20 A. M., on
the gotli of Dec., the euemy opened on the
Marblehead, which was replied to vigorously.

Reports of Coinmiiteex.—Of committee on
Judicial Proceedings, recommending the pay-

elecled:
Allen Haines, Kiiphalct Clark, John B.
Coyle, Wra. L. Southard, J. X. Winslow.
The reports of the Directors and Treasurer

>

»

Department.

corporation was held yesterday afternoon,
and the following Board of Directors was

the

Washington, Jan. 4.
The Navy Department has received otlicial

again-t the removal of the steam lire
engine Cumberland from her present location,
and placing the steamer Falmouth in her
place, was referred to the committee on Fire

Portland and Forest Avenue House
Railroad.—The annual meeting of this

that

Ejoehange of Prisoners—Financial.

others

price.

opening of

Particular* of the Fight on Gunboat Marblehead itloekado Gunner Captured—The
ittaek on the Pembroke In/ the Japanese—

Remonstrance of John Cousins and sixteen

modations quite spacious.
stick to him, and new ones come iu everyday,
who find themselves well treated and at a

presented.

FROM WASHINGTON.

Moody,

committee.

His old customers

were

Daily Press.
--

Harbor Committee,and Aldermen Larr&bee,

of Ward 4,

his establishment.
His business in the eating line has so increased that he has been obliged to enlarge
his premises by the addition of a wing in the
rear of his shop, which is connected with the
main shop by an arch, and renders his accom-

moderate

Portland

cil, passed

Subsequently
stAre in Union

J’/iriuy

Wamiixoton, Jan. 4.
The rumors of the enemy's designs mid operations in the Shenandoah Valley are exag-

TOTH*

Luther C. Gilson.

attempted to conduct upon strictly tema
perance principles. But Mr. Cole was thou
estabhis
and
little ahead of
opinion

the

(

I lie

he

lishment

Operations of

Aldermen,

January 4,18*44. j
following gentlemen were drawn to
serve as traverse jurors at the
January Term
of tlie .Supreme Judicial Court:
Abner Shaw, Charles II. hunt,
George IV
Green, Daniel F. Emery, Newell A. Foster

—

RRMARKABLR Cl RR OP A CASR OP DROP
SY CURRD BY MRS. MAJfCMRSTRR.
This is to certify that I have beea cured of tho
!
Dropey of Ifteen years standing by Mre. Manckn
ter. 1 have beea to physicians la Bostoa, Sew Turk
Every family can make its own Soup from waato j
and Philadelphia. They all told mo that
kitchen grease at a coat of only four cents per
they aoald
do nothing for me. uuleae they tapped mu, aad aapound with Saponifier, which is three timet the
sured me that by tapping I could live bat a short
strength of Potash.
1 had mule np my mind to
time.
go homo aad live
O’"*Full directions acco
any each one-pound
as lougos I could with tho disease, aad thea die.
Oo
^u>n can.
my way home 1 stayed orer night la Portland with
NOTICE.
a friend of mine, end told them what
my mind was
The genuine Saponifier is only put up lu 1-lb. Irow
in regard to my disease. They lastly persaaded ma
cans, by the
to go and see Mrs. Manchester. She tti~1~Ti ma
PMSSS YL VASIA SAL T-MANVFA CTVRISQ
end told mo my ease exactly.
CO., Patentees and sole Manufacturers.
1 was so much astonished to think that ska
*~\A mo
Beware of Counterfeits ! Be sure you buy the iaoa
correctly, that 1 told bar that 1 would take her medtcan.
: Clues, not having the least (kith that
they would
For sale in Portland by W. F. Phillips, Davis
j me any good, or that 1 should gel the elighteet reiiet
Twitchcll & Chapman
from euy course whatever; anally 1 took the mediC. TOPPAN. 16 Blackstonestreet, Boston.
cine and went home. In oue week from tho time 1
nov6 d& wi*3tn
commenced taking the medicine, I bad over three
galleus of water pass me la seven hoars; and my folFor Cough*. Cold* nod Coiasiiiuplion.
low sufferers may be assured that It was a grant reiiet
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam is the most
I had not been able to lie down la bad at
to me
ldghlv approved mediciue ever discovered. It
has stood the best of all tests. Time, having had au
night before this lor two years. Now I can II# down
sale
of
It
is
unprecedented
nearly forty years.
with periect case. 1 have taken her
ai^i,,— for
recoinmeuded by our best physicians, our most emieight months, and am ss well as nay mut could wieh
nent citizens, the Press, the Trade, in tact bv all
to be, and no signs of dropsy. I woa.J ndviaa all
who kuow it. For certificates, which cau be given
to almost any extent, see wrappers to each bottle
that ars sick to go and consult Mn. Mmnekeeter,
The proprietors will cheerfully refund the money it j
even If they
have been given np by other phyuot eut rely satisfactory, price 60 cents and 1* the
sicians. 1 have sent her a number of cases of other
large bottles much the cheapest, lie cartful to get
the genuine, which is prepared only by KE£D, (’UTdiseases, and she has cured them also. Go aad see
TER A CO., Wholesale Druggists, Boston
Boldin
for yonrsolvee. 1 had no fhith, bat now my fhith
decS isdOin
Portland by dealers generally.
cannot he shaked In her skill In telling and caring
disease.
Caaai.Be s. Haxmob,
Portland iHuuiiracturliig Co.
A

Family Soap-]VIaker.
ECOMOJirrECONOJIY

j

THE

FINAL dividend of the assets of the Portland
Manufacturing Co., will be paid to the Stockholders at the Merchants' Hank, on and after the
lothiust. Per order of the Din ctors.
RUFUS E. WOOD*, Treasurer.

A

Portland, Dec. 14,1868.

isdlni

Sanaa E.

Manana,

Kabt A. Habhob.

Ranjor, Maine, April 3d.

Omen Monas—From 8 A. M.tilliP. Ik,
aug!7 ink on Idled

MISCELLANEOUS.

RAILROADS.

STATEMENT OE THE CONDITION

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

MISCELLANY.
A Fu Remarks by Josh Hilling'*
Moral swashun cousis in asking a man tu
do what he aught tu do without askiu, amt
tbeu begging biz pardon if be refuses tu do it.
I hav llually k«m tu the honklusion. that a
iz worth more
good, reliable sett ov bowels, ofbranes.
tu a man, than enny quantity
Musick hath charms to sooth a savage: this
tri a revolver on
may he so, hut i wild rather
him fust.
It alwus seemed to me that a left handed
fiddler must pla the tunc backwards.
1 have often bin told that the best wa iz tu
take a “Bull by the horns,” hut i think, in
many instanzes, i shud prefer the “tale holt.”
The fust law ov natur iz to steal; the sekund law Iz to hide, and the third iz to—steal

lMiwiiiilnsiiranee Company
OK HARTFORD, CORN.,

en

never

kould

cee

enny

use

mail and femail.
If the harte iz rite, the

gods

in

Surplus over Capital.228,806
Invested as follows, viz:

•

05
52
CO
00
00
00
00
00
00
^
61

$53,040
on hand and in bank*,
35,896
in hands of and due from agents,
17.6U0
Heal estate owned by the Company,
Amount loaned on mortgages ofreal estate, dH.400
"
18,740
on pledge of hank stocks,
272.89*
3,123 shares bank stocks, market value,
11,500
10O Holyoke Water Power Co.’s bonds,
11,250
20 New Britain Water bonds,
93,160
State aud City bonds,
74,640
United States stocks,
1,953
Accumulated interest aud investments,
*•

Total assets,
$628,866 48
Inabilities:
None.
Amount of premium notes,
Liabilities for losses, adjusted and unad$36,067 31
justed,
HKNRY K KLLOCili, President.
B.
WM.
CLARK, Secretary.
#
Hartford, Conn., Nov. 16,1863.

making wood-

are

48

Cash

rong.
Tha tell me that fetnails arc so skarse, m
the far-western kuutry, that a grate lnenny
married wimmin are already engaged tu their

to be

compli*

The Capital Stock is.f400.000 00

bed cant be very

sekund and third husbands.
N. B. The above remarks,

day of November, 1863—made
arice with the Laws of Maine.

On the let

in

Exchange St.

Portland Office) 31

not intended

nor20

Examining Boards—They have at Washington what are called Examining Boards to
inquire the fitness of oflicers for the position
held by them in the army. Before one of
these, composed entirely of olliccrs ol the regular army, was summoned a Pennsylvania volunteer artillery captain. Among the qtftstions proposed was this:
What would you have done hud you been
in commaud ot Kicketl's (regular) battery in
the same position in w hich that was at the
first battle of Bull Hun
I would not have had my battery in such a

7.45

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Leave
at 1 00 P.M.
Leave Skowhegan for Augusta, Bath, Portland,
Boston and Lowell at 8 35 A. M.
Freight Trains, Portland and Skowhegan daily.
B. 11. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.

r=*
■

i—m

MHpi

•O) until further notice,

#

>

The

superior point* of this Wringer

over others

CHAPMAN, Jr., Agent.

E.
oo0

dtf_
ORGANS.

CABINET

subscriber, being impressed
great
excellence of these instruments, and their adapTHE
tation either for small
with the

churches,

offers

vestry*,

parlors,

or

of
The manufacturers have the written
over a hundred of the best Organists and Musicians,
both foreign aud native, to the effect that they are
superior to any Instruments of 1 h© kind that they
have ever seen. Among the testimonials of such as
Thalberg, Morgan aud Zuudel, is the following from
Gottschalk :
“Mbmrh. Mason k Hamlin:-I congratulate
you on the introduction of a new Musical Instrument. long wanted, and sure to find its way into
every household of taste and refinement that can
possibly afford its moderate expense. Your C abinet
Organ is truly a charming instrument, worthy of
the high praiso it has received, and far superior to
everything of its class I have seen. I take pleasure
iu commending it most heartily as everywhere worthy a place beside the Piano Forte, to which it is a
fine
from its
for rendering
much delightful music, sacred, secular, classic and
popular, to which the Piano is not adapted.”

capacity

G0TT8CUALK.

New York. 22d Sept.. 1863.

These Instruments may be found

at the

Musio

Rooms of the subscriber, where they will be sold at
the manufacturers' prices.
H. S. EDWARDS,
No. 349 1-3 Stewart’* Block, Congre** St.

4mI dtf

REM

0_ V

A L

REKVE8. Fashionable
AD.
and Civic Tailor,

Military, Naval

98 Exchange Street.

COATS. PANTS and VESTS, and Busi-

DRESSSuits made to order, at the short notice ot
Riding

INVERT

OF CLOTHS, Cassimeres and Vestings always on hand at
D. REEVES’. 98 Exchange 8t.

VARIETY

iST“At a recent printer’s festival, the following sentiments were given:
“Woman—Second only to the press in the

_A

IJVKRY
A fitted

dissemination of news.”
“Babes—Pocket editions of humanity, tinned per iodic ally in sheets, aud ornamented

SPECIAL

“Plymouth Rock.—The imposing stone
upon which thirteen compositors knocked the
Confederation into pi, aud made up the form
of a more perfect Union.”
“Benj. Ftanklin—The ouly printer who
ever knew how to unlock a thunder cloud
with a key, and lock up lightning in a bottle
without one.”

American and
SOLICITOR

extensive

wen

secure

or

decl'Jdara

The Best Place In Portland to buy

SHOES

or

RUBBERS,

Of Buy kind, is at the

On« Price Store, No. II Market Square.
SHALL sell Ladlea'pebble calf balmoral tipped
Boots at 82.01; Black cloth balmoral snow boots
withbeels. at *1,76; same without heels, *1,00; Ladies’ black cloth lmttou snow boot* with
heels,*1,60;
same without heel*. *1,50; a small lot of ladies’
goat

I

balmoral, slightly defaced, tripple sole, *1,76; same
welted soles, *1,00; Ladies' rubber shoe., best
qual*
itics.Docti: ladies' sandals, *6 cU; ladies’ rubber
boots, best quality, *1,05; children’s, accordingly
cheap; Men's rubber boots.wool liued. *0,20: men's
rubber ahoes, best quality. *1,35. I give great bargains iu all other kiuds, too numerous to mention
AU are invited to comeaud get good bargaius at
Nf. 11 Market Squsrr.
CALEB 8. SMALL.
eodfcw6w
Portland, Nor. W, 1363.

Scotch
-NOR

Cauvaw,
BALK BT-

JAMES T. PATTEN A CO.,
Bath,

I

Long flax

"Gov-

contract,"
800 do Eatra Ail Long Bax
800 do Nary Fine
Delivered in Portland or Bo,log.
Bath. April80.1363
eminent

searches made into American

....

Work#,
Arbroath.

or

ments recorded at Washington.
The Agency is not only the largest in New

Eng-

land, but through it inventors have advantage s for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability ol
inventions, unsurpassed by, If not immeasurably superior to, any winch can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THKPATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; and a# SUCCESS IS Tilt: BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and can
prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the charges for
professional services so moderate.
The immense
practice of thr anbscriber during twenty years past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of specifications aud official decisions relaIve to patent#.
Those, besides hi *xtensive library of legal and
mechanical works.and full accounts of patents grantin the United States and Europe*, render him
able,
beyond question, to offer superior facilities for obtaining patents.

necessity

All
of a
cure a patent, and the
her e s a ved 1 u vent or#.

lourney

to

usual

BIG THING ON ICE!

Washington,

to pro-

Bailey’s

49—Exchange
des26 eodtf

Creepers

Struct—49

fllUE undersigned have this day formed
A nersliip under the lirm name of

W. H. SHA W &■

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
On and alter Monday. Oct.
Trains will leave as follow*:
A. X.

Portland for Saco River, at

Morrill's

Cumberland Mills,

Saccarappa,

River for Portland, at
Buxton Centre.
do
do
Gorham,
8aco

Saccarappa,

Cumberland Mills,

Morrill's,

Arrive at

as

SHAW.

BBKJAM1N 8HAW.

Banner, Union Cook,
and Harp.

©HAW.

11EMIY B.

dec0 3w

For
A

M.

r. M.

9 30
9.40

r

3.30
8.38
3 56
4.07
4.11
4.18
4.80

10.30

7.36 11.46

ARTIFICIAL

\

LEG,

-Jb

as

received
Fair, ia

Tho 2.00 P. M. train out and the 9.30 A.M. train
Into Portland will be Freight Trains, with Passenger
Cars attached.
Fares 6 rents less when tickets are purchased at
the office than when paid in the cars.
Oct. 22, 1868.
dtf DAN CARPENTER, Sup’t.

a»

the

NEW YORK.

l.D

Wuengers

4,I regard
Buccetijul practitioners with

capable and
whom I have had offi
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they caunot employ a person more mmpetent Mid

Cialintercourse."

t rust wort h y, and

more

capable

of

putting

their^fl-

plication- in a form to secure for them an early and
favorable consideration at the Patent Office."
EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.
"Mr. 1L II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN apon
all
onk of which patents have been
but
plications,
granted, and that is note pending. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ability on his part
leads ine to recommend all inventors to apply to him

to procure their
a# they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed on their
cases, and at very reasonable charges."

patents,

JOHN TAGGART.

Dnnngeight months, the subscriber,

in

course

of

his large practice, made on ttace rejected applications, SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which
was decided in hit favor,
by the Commissioner o|
Prtenta*
£. H. EDDY

Glasgow

and

Londonderry,
Liverpool.

subscriber* manufacture Single
11HE
Cylinder and Type-Revolving

_y.

To be succeeded by the
the 16th of January.

Portland

an

steamship BOHEMIAN,
declO

1 Bouton Line.

City, Lewiston

and Montreal

Will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharl, Portland,

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday aud
Friday, at 5 o'clock P. M.
Fare in Cabin.0150
"
on Deck. 1.26
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to

any amount exceeding S50 in vxlue, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every 0500 additional value.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Feb.18,1863.

»

follows
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P.M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fiueaccommodations

for passengers, making this the most
speedy, safe and
oomfortable route for travellers between New York
aad Maine. Passage $7,00,
Fare and State
including
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Ban*or' Bath» Augusta, Eaatport and St.

passage

Exchange

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!
OK NEW YORK.

lu-nre Building*. MerthnndUe, Ilou.rb—Id Kuruilurr, Rent., Uana,Ven
aria osa Ike Stock a, and other Per*
aounl Property at tne Lew*
SAMUEL BROWN, President.
WILLIAM RAYNOR, Secretar.
KpWARD 8HA W, Agent, 102 Middle Street.
©Ct27 lyeod

Chicago, Illinois.

Rp.fkukncki*—Messrs. Maynard k Sons; H. ft W
Chickeritig; C. II. Cummings ft Co.; S.G.Bowdlcar

apply to

EXTKA4TEI)

DR, W. R. JOHNSON, Dentists

Dr. J having some eighteen years since
prepared
and administered this
gas to his students while teaching “Chemistry," therefore his previous knowledge of its cficcts upon the human system when inhaled into tlio lungs, and also of the mode of manufacturing it in its purest state, renders him second to
Do otbor Dentist in his success of now
applying it in
relieving the pain usually attending the removal of
teeth.
Dr. J.’s office is at

J. R. DURAN

CmiufcUI Street.
TlikKnlnfinti

new

Trunks, Valises & Travelling Bags

Ilrm of

A nice

assortment

of

Also

a

Xetv

Styles Skates,

and their fitting*, for ladies and gentlemen—lust
thing* for Christmas and New iear’s* Presents.
Please cull and examine.

170

Middl

Portland, May 36,1863.

doc 19 dim

MAKDFACTUBKKS

disposed of his entire interest in his
Office to Dr. S.C FERNALD, would
clieerftilly
reccoinmend him to his former patieuts and the
public. Dr. Fkrnald, from long experience, is
prepared to iusert Artificial Teeth on the” vulcanite Base,"
And All other methods kuowu to the profession.
tf

ANNUAL

STATEMENT

Mutual LiTc Insurance

Co.,

OF NEW l'ORK,
Nov. 1st, 1863, to the Secretary of State.
Accumulated Knud...§9,935,280 07
1MVBATKD AS

FOLLOWS, VIZ:

Cash

on hand aud iu bank,
United States stocks,

§458,268 07
4.570.883 36

Bonds and
of real estate,
4,175,268
Real estate ownel by company, cost
.123.353
Balances due from agents,
14,280
Interest accrued. not due,
177,176
due and unpaid,
18,049
Deferred, quarterly and eemi-annual

mortgages

all

premiums.
due and uupaid and

Premiums

Total assets

Premium Notes,
Liabilities,

in

175,000 00
88,007 91

transit,

Nov. 1, 1863,
None.

55
10
08
00
00

§9.935,280 07

Norn-.

F 8. WINSTON, President.
J. ABBOTT, Secretary.
State of Xew York, ( iiy and County of X. York.it

Patterns and

Sworn and .subscribed to before me.
RICHARD A. McCURDY, Xotary

ocl

USrRS BY

Prc-a't

PKUMI8BIOH

Public.

<1. R.

CLIFFORD,

j

TO

prices paid for Country Prooctl d3m

WOODMAN, TIll'E
AGENTS,

JOHN CROCKETT & 00.,

No*. 54

-DKALK&t* IN-

A

Boston, Nov. 6, 1883.

Trimmings aivayr

on

CO.,

For

hand.

FLOUR,

FURNISHING GOODS.
Exchange Street*

Hair Cutter and

I

Agput,

Book Card & Fanov Printing
EXECUTED

Henry

AT THE OFFICF OF THF PRFR»
Box Sugars.
A4-3

Ifuvana (Brown Sugar, per Trig
now landing und for eale bv
CHASE BROTHERS & CO
WineryW barf.

Speed wav,

LEWIS PIERCE,
of the Estate of Joseph W. Weeks.
Dec. 18,1863.
dwl9-dlwfcw3w

Administrator

|

Seven million Dollars,

RJ^The whole Profits

1*22.388 53

2.464.062 96
237,408 20

the purcluue of

January, 1863,

$11,753,730
1,740,000

Total profits for 204 year*,
•14.493,730
Thu Certificate* previous to 1861, hava
been redeemed by cash,
10,278,560
T KUST EES.
John D. Jones, A. P» Pillot,
Jo* Gail lard. Jr.,
Charles Dennis, Leroy M. Wiley, J. Hour Uurgy.
W. H il. Moore, Dan’l S Miller. Corueliusliriunell
C. A. Hand,
Tboa. TDoaton,
S. T. Nicoll,
llenrv Colt.
Josh a J Henry.Watt* Sherman,
Gao
G.Hobaon, E. K. Morgan,
W.C.Pickersgill.
B. J. Ilowland,
f/uwis Curtis,
David Lane.
Cha*. II. Russell, Janie* Bryce.
Benj. Babcock,
Lowell Holbrook, Win Sturgis,Jr.. FletcherWcatray,
R B. Mitturn.Jr.,
II. N. Roger t,
P. A Hargous,
G. W. Burnham,
A. A. Low,
Meyer Gana,
E.
Fred. Chauucey,
Wns.
Dodge,
Royal PlitlpA,
Caleb Barstow. Dennis Perkins, Jaute* Low.
JOHN D. JONES. President.
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
W. 11 H MOORE, 2d Vice Pres*t.

has been appointed Agent for
the sale of Marine Railway aud other Chains
iu the United States and British North America.manufactured by Henry Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
Great Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Mariuc Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to fit. These chains are made of an iron pesuited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
shows its average breaking strain to bo 36 tons per
inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and reliable chains will do well to examine those in actual

culiarly

service.

Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes aud the Bolts to match; also,
of all kinds, Screw Bolts, Lag Screws.and all
kinds of forging done to order, aud of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. C. feels confident he can
the above articles on as favorable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL,

kjy Amdicationslor warded aud OPEN POLICIK

Spikes

procure*] by
JOll.Y W. MUIVCiER,
go. 166 Pore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Maine

supply

Sub-marine Engineer,
Nuw Bidfoed, Mail

revert t

are

The Profit* of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, l^iS, to the 1st of
January, 1962. for which Certificates
ware issued, amount to
Additional from 1st January, 1862, to 1st

Chain*, and Track Irons.

JanlO'S’Jdlawly•

Company

Dividend .Inn. 27th, ISM. 40 per ct.

GRAIN & PROVISIONS

TilE undersigned

j

ol the

divided amsually, upon tha
Premium* terminated during the year, and for which
Certificatcsare issued, dkauixo intabxht,until re*
deemed.
the asscukp. and

MARINE

January,

PORTLAND, ME.

over

aud Mortgage* aud oilier Loau*,*uudry
Note*, reinsurance and other claims
due the Company, estimated at
Premium Note*aud Bills* Receivable,
Cash iu Bank,

d«m

Railway

Administrator'* Sale.
PURSUANT to a License from the Hen. Judge

of
1 Probate lor the County of Cumberland, the
subscriber will sell at Public Auction, on SATURDAY'. the twenty.third day of
A. D. 1864,
at 12 o'clock M
on the premises, the following
describ' d Real Estate, belonging to the Estate of
Joseph W. Weeks, late of Portland, in said county,
to wit: The lot of Land, with the story and a half
House thereon, situated ou the westerly side of
Alder street,in said Portland, and numbered 4(four)
on said street; being the same which was conveyed
to said Weeks by
aud Polly Green, by their
Deed, dated June 4th, 1841. aud recorded in the
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 172, page 805.
Said lot measures thirty-five feet on said street, and
extends back about seventy-seven feet, keeping the
width of thirty-five feet.
For further particulars enquire of

York,

VIZ:—
United Staten and State of New York
Stock, City, Hank and other Stock*. $24)26.960 58
Loan* secured bv 8tock*.andotherwimf, 1 lp;.'22u 47
Real Estate and llond* aud Mortgage*.
233,760 u0
Dividend* on Stocks, Interest on Bouds

am,

MptXi

Cutting.

FORE STREET,

13U Bo.XKS

Wig Maker,

A good stock of Wigs, Half-Wigs, Bands, Braids,
Curls, Fri/ctts, Pads, Rolls, Crimping Boards, fcc.,
kfl.. constantly on hand.
je22’63 dly

QUALITY BARLEY

Company,

of l^ilKnm)New

Inauranoensjainist Marino and In*
land Navigation Kink*.
Aftfitets,

220 W««t Water St., Milwaukee, Wi»
84 South Water St., Chicago, IU

No. 13 Market Square,Port’ \nd, (up stairs.)
KB*"Separate room for Ladies’ and Children's Hair

WANTED BV F. JONES.

MOItltlLL,

i

FOR EASTERN MARKET8.

JOHN F. SHERRTj

128 X 130
mayll dtf

W«IIStM(cor.

January 27th, 1863.

Commission Merchants.

-and-

MOSF-S

51

•7,130.724 64

auhlRtr

New mid Second IT.uni Furniture,

Mutual Insurance

novll dBm

j. a. Davis

and 5A.Middle Street.

Noodle, and

A T I, A \ T 1C

{•aid

novlTdflm*

SEWING* MACHINES I

PORTLAND. ME.

N. B. Highest cash
dace of all kinds.

advantages of this great
Institution, before insuring elsewhere.
nov28eodftw€w

Benevolent

In consequence of the high reputation our Matchos have obtained, numbers of persons are selling an
article of inferior quality, and even base enouyk to
use our trade marks.
In order to avoid
any occurrence of the kind hereafter, all of our matches will
have printed on the wrappers, “Manufactured by
HYAM, CARLTON k CO.”
INTERNAL TAXES-The largest Revenue Tax
by any manufacturer of matches in New Eng*
and is paid by By am, Carleton k Co., of Boston,
and they pay more than all others combined.
At wholesale in Portland by N.I TURINTON.
187 Fore street,

Wood*, Jos. McKeen, Esq., Bowdoin Col-

J. T. Patten, Bath.

All

31 Exchange Street.

W. D. LITTLE, A|eal.
persons contemplating Life Insurance, should

look into the ay stem and

CAUTION.

lego; Rcr. Frederic Gardiner, Gardiner; Hon. B.C.
Bailey, Oliver Moses, Esq., John Hayden. Esq., Col.

AND DKALKKf* IN

CO.,

OF

a»od

terms.

MKRCHANTS,

Portland Office

test of years in every climate.
Always on hand aud packed at short notice
for shipment. Card, Block, Tarlor or Water-laroof,
and Taper Box, and the celebrated B\im
tch CD.

DESIGNS,

PRODUCE COMMISSION

HAVING

Portland, May 36,1868.

Company.

-OF THE-

Being the largest aud oldest manufacturers of Friction Matches iu this country. dealers, shippers, sea
captains and consumers, can always rely on a good
article, and the only match that has Withstood the

Plans, Estimates and Specification* for
Public Building*. .Store*, Town aud Country
Villa*, Cottages, Jte., fce.
Detail Drawing* furnished, or Superintendence in
any part of the State, when required, on reasonable

HATCH & CLIFFORD,

NEATLY

Dr. J. H. HEALD

TWENTIETH

Nos. 92.94, 96, 98 an<L102 Friend St.

dec6 d3w

No. 137 1-2 Middle Street.

*

dtfsop23

tf

The Great American

hliajt.it.

executed.

HUMPHREY, Agent,

\YARMOUTH.

PRICTIO.N'
MATCHES, liavo ri'inovcd from Union ft.
to their large building recently erected.

W. 11. SHAW & SOX U tbit day

F. II. FA8SETT,
Arotiitoot,

the

Street.

Rsfrrkmjc*.Drs. Bacon and Bkk*lin.

dec 18 eodtw*

BY AM, C ARLTON &

aF aa«

No. lfij Middle St root, Portland.

804

BEtmST,

No.

10 HOUSES, at prices from *1000to *6000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from MM to (3000.
1,000,(100 feet of FLATS.
1,000,000 feet of LAND.
3 STORE LOT8 on Commercial Street.
MOSES COULD, 74 MiddleSt.,
aovl'dtf
UpSTiiaa.

Romova 1.

Fertleed. Me.
leKtr

Portland, December 1,13ti3.

select

lot of

BEST

DR. S. C. FERNALD,

!

CHARLES

1^‘Urdcrs for Machine Jobbing,

H. SHAW,
HEXKY U S1IAW

KET1CULKS. 8CHOOI.

SATCHELS, MONEY TBUNKS.Ac.

-OF-

A CARD.

§131.130 54
m
#131.130.54
December 4,1863—Sworn to before me
Char. E. Dykk, Notary l*nblic.

CRIAT CHA5CI NR IARC.ilAS IINR1TIIRISI1

Forgings, promptly

THE
dissolved by mutual consent.
W.

Of ©very variety and style.

25,000 \\us\u‘\s

City Hall.

tf

—-■-

320 1-a CONGRESS STREET*
Two doors west of
decll eodtf

JOB-

manner.

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF,

No. 3 Lime Street,

WITHOUT PAIN,
by tbc aid of Protoxide of Nitrojron or Nilroua
Oxide, will do well to call on

UPHOLSTERER,

In connection with the above is an Iron Fonndry,
with a large assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention or Machinists, Millwrighta.and Ship-Builders is Inrited—and all kinds of
Castings furnished
at abort notice.

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Beans, Apples, 4c.

AdkTEETH

Assets Dee. 1, 1S68.
Liabilities.
Loans on real esCapital paid in #113,900 00
tate
#7 4.350 ftO Lomcs adjusted
Bank Stock.
not due
11,000 00
6.329 02
Loans on < ollatLosses reported
eral
not adjusted
409 34
9,880 00
U. 8. Stocks and
10,49219
Surplus
Bonds
25,806 75
Cash in Nor. Sav1.510 73
ings Hank
Cash in Tr. hands 1,015 47
Office furniture and
42«00
library
Due from agents 2.1*25
Accrued interest, 4,1*10 00

Houses, Stores, and other buildings, Sited with
lias and Steam in the best manner.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Sl’KlNUFIELD, MASS.
over.*400,000
H AH RINKS TAKEN.

OF NORWICH, Co**.
To Secretary of State of Maine.

FoUTmt’ATpons.
IronStaira aadother Architectural Work.

-DBALX&S III-

.*2.400.0>«J

STATEMEHT OF
Thames Fire Insurance €•.,

P&OIT.

Light Ilocaa Wokk or all deecriptions. and
kinds or work required in building

ALBEKT WEBB A CO„

ft Co.; Charles A. Stone; Hallett. Davis ft Co., of
Boston, Ma*s. Cashier Elliot Bank, Boston. J.N.
Bacon, Esq*. President Newton Bunk, Newton. C.
B. Coffin ; Warrt u Ellis ft Sons, New York City
Jy9 *63 dly.

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
as early as 8 P. M ., on the
day that thep
v
or

A

CARSLEY,

Stem Pipe ami Kitiret, lili Leant;, Skaftii;,

open for the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor is prepared to supply his former
customers and all who may give him a call, with pictures of every description, executed iu the but mannor and at reasonable prices.
ST Particular attention given to copying.
A. S. DAVIS, Proprietor.
Portland, July 80,1368
dtf

over

Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

of various sizes and patterns.

111!E

Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
cheapest routes. No. 162 SOUTH WATER ST.

leave Portland.

freight

H

satisfactory

INSURANCE.
BOSTON'.

STEAM ENGINES and B0ILEB8,

ltc-o ppned.
Photograph Galleries, No. 80 Middle street,
Portland, having been thoroughly refitted and
supplied with all the latest improvements, are uow

and

steamers
For

THEBE ST!

generally.

John*0'

EMIAIY A FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6.1863.
dtf

dtf

flveyear*.

to

Hew England Mutual Life Inc. Co.,

It prepared to nirniah

Manufacturer and Dealer in

"CHLSAPKAKK," Capt. Willktt,
“POTOMAC," Captain MhbkKRBH9SSSI wood, will,until further notice, run
as

nov2

one

LIFE

IRA WINN, Agent,
I>To. 11 Union St.,

NATQ’L J. MILLER. Collector.

OF

LINE.

Tlie splendid and fast Steamships

of
at

following rates:
Less than $60 at par.
$50 to $1000, 4 percent, discount.
$1000 and upwards, 5 per cent. discount.

LOUR. GRAIN. SEEDS. PROVISIONS, LARD,
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

■'oraanu and New i ork Steamers

SEMI-WEEKLY

Houses from

mch5 deodly

Real Estate,
INVESTMENTS

Stamps.
a

J. W. SYKES,
Purchaser for Eastern Account

p. o. Box 471.

Policies issued against loss or damage by Fire, fof
amount wanted.
Risks taken on Dwelling

any

Asset ts

SHORT NOTICE.
Portland, May ». 188*.

will

Office having been made
depository
THIS
Revenae Stamps, the public will be supplied
the

and Electrohand or furnished at short notice.
typing, always
A new < 'ataloyuexotn Aiuiiu: cut* and
descriptions
of many new Machines not before shown in their
book, with directions for putting up, working. 4 c..
and other useful information, is now in press, and
w hen completed will be sent to
any of the craft who
will furnish their address.
K. liOE k CO.,
nov3dl5w
New York and Boston, Mass

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Caah Capital and Surplus Doe. 1,1362.*204,634

CLXAVIB

Washington,

Internal Revenue

Bookbinding, Stereotyping

Atlantic Fire and Marine In*. Co.,

Book and Show Casei made to order.
SF^Ftrnitarc Made, Repaired and Varnished at

Slil Excliaugc Street,
Poktland, July 17tb, 1863.

on

;

KMIOHT.

prompt

Fir it Collection District qf State qf Maine,

Letter-press,Copperplate and Lithograph-

American Insurance Company,

Commission

No. 51 Union Street,
to do all kinds of CABINET
prepared
18BING in t
and

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,

Card Prosser, Hydraulic Presses with
wronght-iron cylinders. Standing Presses of various
kinds, Chase*, Furniture, Cases, Stauds, Bra*.* Rule,
Composing Sticks, and every article connected w ith

THE STEAMERS

Forest

Double

Hand and

the r.rt<s or
ic Printing,

responsible Agpnt

In

Company,

PROVIDENCE, 1.1.
Caah Capital and Surplus Nor. 30,1362...... *206,604

FROST,

Produce and

AND

Pensions, Bounty, Prize Money, and all
claims against the Government.
tny2 dtf

PRINTING MACHINES,
Bed and Platen Book& Job Printing Presses,
(Adams’Patent,)

^

on

and

a

NATHAN

procure

.,

Thestcamship NORTH AMERICAN?
Uupt. Dutton, wilftxil fWin t hi* port
for Liverpool, on SATURDAY, Jan.
HXWiMB3a|9th, immediately after the arrival of
the Train of the previous day from aiontna).
Passage to Coudonderry, Glasgow aud Liverpool
—Cabin (according to accommodation) £06 to 960;
Steerage, 930. Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Passage apply to
II. A A. ALLAN,
No. 6 Grand Trunk Railroad Paescngci Depot.
,

Having

Manufactories—Oh Broome, Sheriff If Columbia
st*., X. } and on Foundry si., Boston,Moas.

to

RETURN TICKETS GRANTED ATREDUCED
RATES.

|an8eodly

•

Booked

SWEAT.

M

Merchant*’ Inanrance

CABINET MAKER

CLEAVES,

Company,

BOSTON, MASS.
Cash Capital and Surplus Nor. 1, 1362.*332,078

PROVIDENCE, R.l.
Cash Capital aud Surplus Doe. 31, 1362.*213,604

F. M.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
PORTLAND.
OFFICE-117 Middle Street.

W arohouso,
29 and 31 Gold Street

S. D.

jds WORK

F. A. HOWARD.

SWEAT &

PRINTERS Sr BINDERS'

CARRYING THE CANADIAN k D.S.MAILS.

usually

TJnder Lancaster Hall.
nov2fl

Eliot Fire Inanrance

-eZ.LKB.lt-

doue with neatness aud despatch.

HP*SOLDIERS of all the New England .States
without charge
Very large numbers of
supplied
soldiers are being supplied at the Boston House, 19
Green street. Apply to
PALMER k CO.,
octl9 wftatf
Boston, Mas*.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

as a general assortment of articles
a first class Stove Warehouse.

Company,

BOSTON, MASS.
Surplus Nov.l, 1862.*162,924

Caah Capital and

Butter, Eggs, Beans, Potatoes, See.
No. 2 LIME STREET,Portland, Mo.

T lit BEAT !

ALL KINDS OF

piy-_

STEAMBOATS.

well

kept in

*

Howard Fire Ininrance

MERCHANTS,

best in the market.

CAN

only reliable Artificial Leg now
made. It i* worn by upward* of six thousand
person*, embracing all clause*, age* and professions. It
ia too well known to
extended description, as
require
all information coucerniug it ia embraced in the descriptive pamphlet, which ia sent free to all who apregarded

NEW HAVEN. CONN.
Caah Capital and Surplu. Dec. 1,1862.8293,000

dtf

Country

Spiral, Dome and Victor Furnaces

Patronized by (Government*

world-renowned invention which
THIS
the “Great Prize Medal" at the World

heating the

SPklSiiFIELD, MASS.
Surplus Jan. 1, 1363.*408,619

and

City Fire Insurance Company,

Domestic Fruit 1

KNIGHT &■

THE VICTOR GAS BURNER !

PALHER’8

1

Capital

Cash

AssetU

Bay State,

Fire and Marine Ini. Co.,

Spring!

to attend to that dntv In the mott cartful manner
I have a new PUXKRJh I JR, inch aa it used almott entirely in Bouton, New York, and other
large
citiee, which I pronote to ute at the fbueralt I attend
at undertaker, at the tame
price that other undertaken charge for the city hearae, and nothing extra
from the ola price. The poor always liberally eontidered by
JAS. M. CURRIER,
Sexton of Rev. Dr. Shailer’t Church.
lyHnsipanes No. 7Ctxr«t Street. Jy23,18m

large assortment of OTHER COOK STOVES,
well known to need any recommendation, such
the

INSURANCE,
-BY-

appointed an undertaker, with all tbo
legal righta and privileges to bory or remors the
dead thst the superintendent has, and it now
ready

-also-

Forwarding Business,

Chicago, Dec. 1,1863.

0.22
6 30

7.00 10.00
7.12 10 15
7.17 10.22
7.24

I!

FIRE

wall

and

*

War Risks Taken.

NEW FUNERAL CAR.
tabacriber most respectfully beg* leave to laTHE
form the eltfzene ot Portland and
vicinity that
he hat been

A
too

a

AT CHICAGO, II.L.
W

octB

6.06

2 46
3 05
3.15

6.35
6.43

do
do
do
do

General Commission &

M.

5.30
6.42
5.49
5 54

2.80

9.00
A.M.

r

Copart*

a

Oo.

peculiar
distinguishes

CO.j

for the purpose of transacting

26, 1863,

a.

2 00
2.15
2.28

8 00
8.11
8.18
8 23
8 36
8 62

do
do
do
do
do
do

Gorham,
Buxton Centre,
Arrive at

r

HULL RISKS

To any amount—placed in responsible ofllcea.

CO'

large

Ships, flarques, Brigs, Schooners, Carrreiyhts per voyage, at curreut ratea, to

on

goes and

any pari of the world. Parties deal ring Insurance
will Sud it for their interest to CALL.

I.«n|ei
Caadlea,
Hooey,
Proses,
Coeoo Nats,
Fl.s.
L’llroo,
Nats, all kiadn. Dates,
Olives,
Raisias,
Tobacco,
Sardines,
Cigars.
Paaejr Candles of all descriptiaa.

entirely

Work* 6 Union 8t., and S83 & 286 ForeBt.
Inltdtf
POBTLAND. MJC

,

Me.

are

Spmcr Gaaa,
Caaary Seed,
Lemon Syrop,

l.riueu.,

By an Air-Tight Stove, I mean a stove so perfectly
fitted as to place the draft
within the control of the person using it, by simply
closing the
draft slide, thus securing great ecouomy in time and
in cost of fuel.
But the note/, the
feature of the Model
it from all others, is
Cook, that which
the addition of a Ventilated Roasting Orem within
the body of the stove aud in front of the fire, so arranged that it can be used separately for roasting, or
(by the removal of a single plate) in connection with
the larger oven for taking.
I respectfully invite those who are not fully satisfied with their present arrangements for
cooking, to
make careful examination of this stove,
honestly believing that it combines the elements of simplicity,
utility and economy, more perfectly than any apparatus heretofore introduced.

FITTING,

a

Insurance.

IIF.

Exchange Street,
and

Oraa|ei.

—

Done In the best manner.

Persons wishing to have

TKRTIMONU LB.
Mr. Eddy as one of the most

eat rrtea.

Patent

Bar stow Stove

CoitarliiPi-Kliiir Notlr«.
York * Cumberland Hull road.

great delay there, are

Capital £300.000,
ap22dtf

GAS

^Marine

Wholcnle and Retail

-MAD* BY-

FRANCIS C1IASK, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 30,1863.
oc31 edtf

to

determine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of
any
Patent furnished bv remitting One Dollar.
Assign-

American
*

despatch.
Foreign works,

on

Me.

fjfkfk BOLTS Superior Bleached
300 do All

PATENTS,

OF

practice of upwards oft
Patent# in the Unitty yeais,continue# to
Hoop Skirts, Cor- edAFTER
States; also in Great Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds,
Assignments,and all Papers
Fancy Qoods,
Drawiugsl'orPatents,
executed
liberal terms, and with
Re-

Annual Sale of

UNDER MECHANICS’ HALL.

STEAM AND

Leave Port.month for Portland, at 10.00 a. it. and
5.00 r. it.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

•very

13*0 S T O N

AMI

and 2.30

Foreign
STOVE,

WITH TWO OVENS,

WINSLOW, Agent,

Steam Cocks, Valves. Pipesami Connections, Whole,
sale or Betail.

2.30

•very Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday aud
F riday. at To'clock P. M.. aud India Wharf, Boston,

EDDY,

Late Agent of U. S Patent OJKce, Washington
(under the Act of 1887.)
76 State Street,opposite Kilby Streets
an

A\D CORSIT IAMFACTORY
FANCY GOODS DEPOT,

a.m.

Foreign Patents.

R. H.

A’NHV.RStVVS

BOOTS,

MILITARY and Naval Officer can be
out at the Tailoring Establishment ot
A. D. REEVES, 98 Exchange St.

ATTENTION given in gettingup Boys’
Jackets. Pauls and Overcoats at
novlO dtf
A D REEVES’. 98 Exchange St.

With SNALL CAPS.”

I00F SKIRT

Leave Boston for Portland at 7.30

ness

I

ANDERSON’S

WALKER,
Wharf, opposite Sugar House.

Street, Portland.

undersigned would respectfully notify tbu
Public that they
T
prepared to take MARINE
RISkS

SAWYER.

Are prepared to offer to the trade
•elected stock of

•

|

priees.

and

HAS

j

at

a. m.

Noble’sBl9«k,
from

up stairs. Office hours from 9 to 10
A. M.,
2 to 3, and from 8 to 9 o'clock P. M.
Dr. N. will continue, in connection with general
practice, to give special attention to DISEASES OF
FEMALES.
oc81

No. 3

AM lYlftY MSCR1HIM Of IACI1MEY,

DR. NEWTON

12 hours, at
A. D. REEVES, 98 Exchauge St.
her. The heroine of a novel yet to be written in Yankeedom was considerably sunburned
habits, zouave jackets, and
and roughened by the hardships she had enFancy Waists for Ladies, cut and made to orcountered, but still retained marks of some der, at
A.D REEVES’, 98 Exchange St.
womanly comeliness, which would be heightof Garments for Men
DESCRIPTION
cued by a calico frock aud crinoline. Upon j
J aud Boys cut at short notice, at
the discovery of her sex Miss Johnson was re- !
A. D. REEVES’, 98 Exchange Street.
moved from Belle Isle, and is now confined at
Castle Thunder. She will probably go North j
in the shape of Clothing for Men
EVERYTHING
J and Boys made to order with neatuoss and disby the next flag of truce. She is about nineA. D. REEVES’, 98 Exchange St.
patch, at
teen years of age.

HOOP SKIRTS, CORSETS,
OI/JVES, HOSIERY, HOODS, CLOUDS,
SOKTAUS, COLLARS.
CUFFS.
LEGGINS,
SLEEVES, or other articles suitable to the scasou,
will do well to avail themselves of the very low

Portland for Boston, at 8.45

removed his residence to Ao. 37 Middle
Street, corner of Franklin street.
Office as heretofore, Xo. 115 Exchange St ret f, in

O.

1

Steam Engines,Steam Boilers,

Commencing Not. 2d, 1368.
Passenger Train, will leave the 8ta«M5^BS lion, Canal street, daily, (Sundays exa.
follows:
copied}

No. 166 Fore

Having taken the Fruit Store formerly occupied by

9

ARRUNOEMENTS,

INSURANCE,

CIVIL UCIHIIS S\» SERVETIR8,

Exchange St., Portland,

SON,

MARINE, FIRE * LIFE

BO.WELL,

W. W. CARR &

AN AIR-TIGHT

testimony

complement,

we are
us with

& PORTSMOUTH

J. L.

establish-

descriptions of work connected with Engineering.
Levels for building foundations
promptly furnished.
Disputed boundary lines adjusted, Ac., Ac.
Draughting, Tracing and Copying also executed
with neatness and di-patcli.
Specimen Plans, together with references and testimonials, where required, may be seen at our Office.
Young Men desirous of acquiring a practical
knowledge of Engineering (the use of instruments,
Ac.) will be instructed on liberal terms.
JOHN U BELCHER.
nov28
WM. F. BONN ELL, Jj.

to
WM. U.

Berlin

JOHN W. MUNQER &

(irateful for the

prepared to make Surveys of
Railway*. Road*. Street*, Farm." and Lot*, in
any part of the city or country, together with Mups
or Flan* of same, at *hortc*t
possible notice; also to
furuinh Plans, Specification* and Estimate* for
Bridges, Road*, Culvert*, Drains, Aqueducts and all

blabs, edgings, Ac. Apply

oak

him.

*ub*criber* arc
rpHE
X

The Model Cook !

MANUFACTURER OF

WINTER

them for sale to the citizeus of Portland and

vicinity.

ROBINSON A CO. S,
Corner of Congress and Preble Street*.
declOtf

dtotf

RAILROAD.

Leave

as

ho favor

H (jAl i* CORDS of Spruae Slabs, part of which
X”"
are well seasoned and the remainder
partly so, which will be sold at reduced prices for a
short time, to clear the wharf, to be occupied for
other purpow. Also, hard wood of difTcrcut kinds,

r. m.

prepossessing looking
lass was discovered on Belle Isle, disguised,
among the prisoners of w ar held there. She
gave her real name as Mary Jane Johnson,
belonged to the Kith Maine regiment aud had
been a prisoner some time. She gave as an
excuse for adopting her soldier toggery, that
she was following her lover, to shield and project him when in danger. He had been killed
iu battle, and now she would have no objection to return to the more peaceful sphere lor
which nature, by her sex, had better fitted

A DIES in want of

PORTLAND, SACO

w

No. 30

Clioup Wood.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *60 in value, and that perspnal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every £500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Mauagiug Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Nov. 4,1663.
nov5

r. u.

Mason & Hamlin’s

rattier

i

an &20

decTtf

1. Simplicity of construction.
2. It ha-» no irou that can ever rust the Clothes.
3. It is very strong aud not liable to
get out of ardor, wringing anything from a lacl collar to a bed
quilt, working easier tnan auy other Wringer.
We warrant this Wiinger iu
every particular.
E3y"\A gents wanted in every section of the country. A liberal discount made to the trade.
For sale at the old Wringer’s stand, 220 Gongreaa street

call,

u? a

C0STRACTOR8,

prices at

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RANDALL & HcALLISTER

For

are:

A Female Soldier from Maine.— The
Richmond Examiner has the following account of the discovery of a female soldier, a
member of the llilh Maine regiment, in prison at Richmond:

1

The Public are invited to give
bound to give satisfaction to all
their custom.

follows:

Trains.
Leave Portland for South Paris at 7.40 a.m.
Island Pond at 1.10 p. m.
Leave Island Pond for Portland, at 6 a. m.
Leave South Paris tor Portland at 5.45 a. m.

JOSEPH C-.

All Goods Marked Down in Privet

as

Up

Down Trains.

that I’ve arrove hum,an wish 1 was runt whar
else. I've got three Bully boys an tha ar helpin me about gettin the garden sass into the
ground, but they haint got no mother,and Ive
got a house and a cow, aud I thort you’d be
kinder handy to take care of urn if you'd stoop
so much.
Ive thort of you ever sense I cum
from the hospittle and how kindey jimmy you
used to walk up amT down them wards. You
had the best gate I ever see, an my 1st wife
stopped oil' jes so, an she paid• her way 1 tell
you.
I like to work an the boys likes to work, an
I know you do and so Ide like to jinc if youv
no objections, an now Ive made so bold to rite
sich, but I was kinder pushed on by my feelins
an so I bopc youd excuse it an rite soon.
I
shunt lie inad if yon say no, but its no harm to
ask an as I cant help ritin an the hoys names
are Zeberlon Sliadrack an peter they want to
see you as does your respeclful friend which
owes bis present health to you.

_

On and afler Monday, Nov. 9, 1663,
trains will run daily, (Sunday* except-

and low

on

BELCHER Sc

C. W.

LOWEST PRICES FOR CASH,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Broadcloths,

Received every day—

THK—r-

invites his old friends and customers, and the
to call

Superior garments

for
“lit

ed him. elf here, he solicits a continuance, and will
spare nocU'oris to give general satisfaction.
oc9 tt

CLOAKS,

J^EW

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY,
A T SHOE T NOTICE.
Our Coal is of the very REST quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
-ALSO. FOR SALEAll Kinds or Hard and Soil Wood.

RAILWAY

He

purchased
elegant

an

generally,
beral patronage he has received since he
Public

Extra line and heavy good*,
at great bargain**, at
C. W. ROBINSON A CO.’S.

Coal and Wood!

nov26tf

*

TRICOTS,
Doeskin*,

Coal—Prime lot delivered for #M.uQ per tun

-AT

Cloths, Cassimeres & Vestings
of every variety and atule, which he
cash, and consequently can give
out" at the lowest cash prices.

Castor Beavers,

#0.50

•'

a

FUR BEAVERS,

K (jKRMAN

JJLAt

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh’J
SAWl'EK & WHITNEY.
mohJ0'63dly

Of Canada.

CLOTHES WRINGER!

One ok the Betters.—The following letter of a returned soldier to his hospital nurse
is short, spicy, and to the point:—
Dear Miss T-: I set down to tell you

Commences THIS DAY, under Mechanics' Hall.

Chestnut

Passenger Trains will leave daily,
(Sundays excepted) as follows:
Portlaud for Bath, Augusta and Skowhegan

Improved

quality,aid

STREET,

from Boston and New York
HASwithjust returned
KICH and FASHIONABLE assortment of

CO.’S,_

black, brown, drab,
Ac Ac., at
C. W. ROBINSON A CO.’S.

quality of Nova Scotia and other

#0.50--..CHEAP COAL

Commencing Nov. O, 1863.

ROBINSON A

Draper,

NO. 98 EXCHANGE

in

Hard and Soft Wood.

eodkw6»23

Latest

best

Ladies’ Cloaks,

J^PAKCLED AND

COAL

THESE

A. D. REEVES,
Tailor ci?

at
W.

INSURANCE.

Fall and Winter Opening!

VELVETS,

_C.

FOR SMITHS' USE.

▲too, for sale,

BEAVERS

for

Coal* are strictly of the best
warranted to give satis(ketion.

Portland to Skowhegan.

TRUNK

gCOTCH

Buruiug.

CUMBERLAND

BUSINESS CARDS.

leather color, drab.-, purple*,
Ac., Ac., at
C. W. ROBINSON A CO.'g.

_

GENUINE LOBBERY

THE

Pare and Free

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND it. R.

AMIDON’S

But suppose you had ?
It is hardly a supposable case, 1 would
have been careful not to get such a position.
But, Captain, let us just suppose you to have
been in that position, inform the Board what
you would have done.
If I had got into that position, I would have
done as the regulars did on that memorable
occasion—run like blazes.
An assistant Surgeon was called before the
same Board and asked :
What would you do
if a man was threatened with a fever?
Endeavor to create a perspiration and relieve him.
What course would you think best adapted
to invite perspiration ?
I think I would-order him before this
Board for examination.

sets and

JOHN'S,

principal

GRAND

WOOD, 0HINCHILLA
iu

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
UAZRLTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,

For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.16 p m
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.^ a m., and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 ▲. M. LVave Bangor at
7.25 ▲. M., and arrive In Portland at 2 00 p. m. Both
these trains connect at Portland with trains tor
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 a. m., and returning is due inPortland at 1 p. m.
stations,
Stages connect with trains at
daily for roost of the towns North and East of this
line.
C. M. MORSE, Sup t.
decl4
Waterville, November, 1863.

position.

Yesterday a

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
Station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at

A. M.

Augusta, Nov., 1868.

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

personal.

nn

&

BUSINESS CARDS.

CHEAP FOB CASH,
delivered to ant part of thecitt

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Proverta acts the same onto a man's branes,
az exercise duz onto his boddy, gives an apI

COAL

-OF THE-

agin.

petite.

COAL & WOOD.

(

1,19 me

UmeodtwetM

